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Πείτε μου εκείνες τις ιστορίες σας,
που κάνουν τα καλάμια να λυγίζουν,
στα όρια των χωραφιών κι εν μέσω άπνοιας
τα μέτωπα των αγροτών δροσίζουν.
Πείτε μου εκείνες τις ιστορίες σας.

Tell me those stories of yours
that make the reeds bend,
at the edge of the fields, and that, amidst wind lull,
cool the farmers’ brow.
Tell me those stories of yours.

Thanasis Papakonstantinou, San Michele (avena un gallo) (2011)





CHAPTER 1

Introduction : Peer to Peer

Not since Marx identified the manufacturing plants of Manchester as the 
 blueprint for the new capitalist society has there been a more profound trans-
formation of the fundamentals of our social life. As capitalism faces a series of 
structural crises, a new social, political and economic dynamic is emerging: 
peer to peer.

What is peer to peer (P2P)? Why is it essential for building a commons-centric 
future? How could this happen? These are the questions we try to answer, by 
 tying together four of its aspects:

1. P2P is a type of social relations in human networks, where participants 
have maximum freedom1 to connect.

2. P2P is also a technological infrastructure that makes the generalization and 
scaling up of such relations possible.

3. P2P thus enables a new mode of production and property.
4. P2P creates the potential for a transition to an economy that can be 

 generative towards people and nature.

We believe that these four aspects will profoundly change human society. P2P 
ideally describes systems in which any human being can contribute to the 
 creation and maintenance of a shared resource while benefiting from it. There 
is an enormous variety of such systems: from the free encyclopedia  Wikipedia 
to free and open-source software projects, to open design and hardware 
 communities, to relocalization initiatives and community currencies.

Our narrative is structured as follows. This chapter explains what this book 
is about by introducing some basic concepts. Chapter 2 describes how a new 
 ecosystem of value creation is developed by implementing P2P technologies 
and practices. Chapter 3 sheds light on how different interests can use P2P 
dynamics. Chapter 4 places P2P into the broader context of the world history. 
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Pp. 1–10. London: University of Westminster Press. DOI: https://doi.org/10.16997/
book33.a. License: CC‐BY‐NC‐ND 4.0



2 Peer to Peer

Then, Chapter 5 proposes a generic strategy for a transition to a commons- 
oriented society. At the end of each chapter, the infographics visualize the 
 central message of it.

1.1. What is P2P and How is it Related to the Commons?2

Consensual connections between ‘peers’ characterize P2P computing sys-
tems. The computers in the network can interact with each other without go-
ing through a separate server computer. It is in this context that the literature 
started to characterize the sharing of audio and video files as P2P file-sharing 
and that a part of the underlying infrastructure of the Internet, like its data 
transmission infrastructure, has been called P2P. So, in a P2P network, peers  
are equally privileged, equipotent participants in the application that the 
 network performs.

Let us now assume that behind those computers are human users. A concep-
tual jump can be made to argue that users now have a technological  affordance 
(a tool) that allows them to interact and engage with each other more effi-
ciently and on a global scale. P2P is a social/relational dynamic through which 
peers can freely collaborate with each other and create value in the form of 
shared  resources. It is this mutual dependence of the relational dynamic and 
the  underlying technological infrastructure that facilitates it, which creates the 
linguistic confusion between P2P as a technological infrastructure and P2P as 
a human relational dynamic.

However, a technological infrastructure does not have to be fully P2P to 
 facilitate P2P human relationships. For example, compare Facebook or Bitcoin 
with Wikipedia or free and open-source software projects. They all utilize P2P 
dynamics, but they do so in different ways and with different political orienta-
tions (Chapter 3 discusses this issue).

P2P is therefore primarily a mode of relationship that allows human beings 
to be connected and organized in networks, to collaborate, produce and share. 
The collaboration is often permissionless, meaning that one may not need the 
permission of another to contribute. The P2P system is, therefore, generally 
open to all contributors and contributions. The quality and inclusion of the 
work are usually determined ‘post-hoc’ by a layer of maintainers and editors, as 
in the case of Wikipedia.

P2P can also be a mode to allocate resources that do not involve any specific 
reciprocity between individuals but only between the individuals and the collec-
tive resource. For example, a developer  is allowed to develop her software based 
on an existing piece of software distributed under the widely used GNU General 
Public License, only if her final product is available under the same kind of free 
and open-source license (in this case, GNU General Public License).

In the realm of information, which can be shared and copied at low  marginal 
cost, the P2P networks of interconnected computers used by collaborating 
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 people can provide shared functionalities for the creation and maintenance of 
collective resources. However, P2P does not only refer to the digital sphere and 
is not solely related to high technology. P2P can generally be synonymous with 
‘commoning,’ in the sense that it describes the capacity to contribute to the cre-
ation and maintenance of any shared resource. As discussed in Chapter 4, P2P 
commoning has always existed, but without the scale that computing affords it.

There are multiple definitions of the ‘commons.’ We adhere to David Bollier’s 
(2014a) characterization of the commons as a shared resource, co-governed 
by its user community according to the rules and norms of that community3. 
The sphere of the commons may contain either rivalrous goods and resources, 
which two individuals cannot both have at the same time or non-rival goods 
and resources, whose use does not deplete them. These types of goods or re-
sources have been inherited, or they are human-made.

For example, a type of commons may include the gifts of nature, such as the 
water and land, but also shared assets or creative work such as cultural and 
knowledge artifacts. Our focus here is on the digital commons of knowledge, 
software, and design because they are the ‘new commons’ (Benkler, 2014). 
These commons represent the pooling of productive knowledge that is an inte-
gral part of the capacity for any production, including physical goods.

P2P is arguably moving from the periphery of the socio-economic system to 
its core, thereby also transforming other types of relationships, such as market 
dynamics, state dynamics, and reciprocity dynamics. These dynamics become 
more efficient and obtain advantages by utilizing the commons. P2P relations 
can effectively scale up, mainly because of the emergence of Internet-enabled 
P2P technologies: small-group dynamics can now apply at the global level.

1.2. Are P2P technologies Good or Bad?

We do not claim that a particular technology may lead to one inevitable social 
outcome. We recognize the critical role that technologies play in social evolu-
tion and the new possibilities they create if specific human groups successfully 
utilize them. Different social forces invest in this potential and use it to their 
advantage, struggling to benefit from its use. Technology is, therefore, best un-
derstood as a focus of social struggle, and not as a predetermined ‘given’ that 
creates just one technologically determined future.

Still, when social groups appropriate a particular technology for their pur-
poses, then social, political and economic systems can change. An example is 
the role that the invention of the printing press, associated with other inven-
tions, played in transforming European society (Eisenstein, 1983/2012).

The fast-growing availability of information and communication technol-
ogy enables many-to-many communication and allows an increasing number 
of humans to communicate in ways that were not technically possible before. 
This, in turn, makes possible massive self-organization up to a global scale. It 
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also allows for the creation of a new mode of production and new types of so-
cial relations outside of the state-market nexus.

The Internet creates opportunities for social transformation. In the past, with 
pre-digital technologies, the costs of scaling regarding communication and co-
ordination made hierarchies and markets necessary as forms of reducing these 
costs. Hence societies that scaled through their adoption ‘outcompeted’ their 
tribal rivals. Today, by contrast, it is also possible to scale projects through new 
coordination mechanisms, which can allow small group dynamics to apply at 
the global level. It is, thus, possible to combine ‘flatter’ structures and still oper-
ate efficiently on a planetary scale. This has never been the case before.

1.3. How does P2P Relate to Capitalism?

We are living through a historical moment in which networked and relatively 
horizontal forms of organization can produce complex and sophisticated 
products. The latter are often better than the artifacts produced through state-
based or market-based mechanisms alone. Consider how the user-generated 
Wikipedia displaced the corporate-organized Encyclopedia Britannica, how 
the open-source Apache HTTP server outcompeted Microsoft server software, 
or how Wikileaks survived the assaults of some of the world’s most powerful 
states.

The hybrid forms of organization within P2P projects do not primarily rely 
on either hierarchical decisions or market pricing signals, but on forms of mu-
tual coordination mechanisms that are remarkably resilient. Peer production 
(often also ‘P2P production’) has been broadly portrayed as a generic form of 
self-organization among loosely-affiliated individuals that volunteer on equal 
footing to reach a common goal. When it comes to the production of infor-
mation or culture, where the means of production are often more distributed, 
peer production presents a number of systemic advantages over managerial 
hierarchies and markets (Benkler, 2002). These advantages in turn entail an 
‘immanent’, but also a ‘transcendent’ aspect in relation to the dominant eco-
nomic system.

On one hand, these emerging mutual coordination mechanisms increasingly 
become an essential ingredient of capitalism. They are reinforced and enabled 
by capital investment to rejuvenate its circulation. This is the ‘immanent’ as-
pect of peer production that changes the current dominant forms. But on the 
other hand, such mechanisms can become the vehicle of new configurations 
of production and allocation, no longer dominated by capital and state. This is 
the ‘transcendent’ aspect of peer production, as it creates a new overall system 
that can subsume the other forms. In the first scenario, capital and state sub-
sume the commons under their direction and domination, leading to a new 
type of commons-centric capitalism. In the second scenario, the commons, its 
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communities, and institutions become dominant and, thus, may adapt state 
and market modalities to their interests.

As we discuss in the following chapters, peer production is a prototype of 
a new mode of production, rather than a full mode of production today. This 
means that currently peer production is in a mutually dependent relationship 
with capital, which uses both the processes and virtue of peer production for 
its own gain. Moreover, as prominent cases of P2P projects have gradually 
delineated a winning strategy in the new economy, distorted forms of P2P-
enabled production have surfaced. In name, they endorse the same values of 
community-driven initiatives, though substantially they merely approximate a 
community-related narrative to form a new locus for accumulation (O’Dwyer, 
2013). The key, therefore, lies in strategies that aim to keep the surplus value 
within the cycle of peer production itself and allow genuine P2P projects to 
reverse this process. Elsewhere, we have expressed this as transitioning ‘from 
the communism of capital to capital for the commons’ (Bauwens and Kostakis, 
2014). In Chapter 5 we discuss those strategies in more detail.

Yet, the new forms of collaborative production that rely on P2P mechanisms 
do have some hierarchies. Nevertheless, they generally lack a hierarchical 
command structure for the production process itself. Peer production has in-
troduced the capacity to organize complex global projects through extensive 
mutual coordination. What market pricing is to capitalism and planning is to 
state-based production, mutual coordination is to peer production.

As a result, the emergence and scaling of these P2P dynamics point to a po-
tential transition in the main modality by which humanity allocates resources: 
from a market-state system that uses hierarchical decision-making (in firms 
and the state) and pricing (amongst companies and consumers), towards a sys-
tem that uses various mechanisms of mutual coordination. The market and the 
state will not disappear, but the configuration of different modalities – and the 
balance between them – will be radically reconfigured.

None of this implies that the P2P transition will lead to a utopia, nor that 
it will be easy. Indeed, if the history of previous socio-economic transitions 
is any guide, the transition will most likely be messy. Just as P2P is likely to 
solve some problems in our current society, it will create others in the new one. 
Nevertheless, this remains a worthwhile social progress to strive for, and even 
if P2P relations do not become the dominant social form, they will profoundly 
influence the future of humanity.

Summarizing the relationship between the relational and technological 
aspects, the P2P relational dynamic – strengthened by particular forms of 
technological capacities – may become the dominant way of allocating the 
 necessary resources for human self-reproduction, and thus replace capitalism 
as the dominant form. This will require a stronger expansion of this P2P mo-
dality not just for the production of ‘digital goods’, but also for the production 
of physical goods.
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1.4. How is P2P to be Implemented in Practice?

While P2P is emerging as a significant form of technological infrastructure for 
various social forces, the direction of its implementation makes all the differ-
ence. Not all P2P is equal in its effects. Different forms of P2P technological 
infrastructure are identified, each of which leads to different forms of social and 
political organization.

On the one side, for example, we can consider the capitalism of Facebook, 
Uber or Bitcoin. On the other, we can look at the commons-oriented models of 
Wikipedia, Enspiral, Farm Hack, WikiHouse or free and open-source software 
projects (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3). Adopting this or that form of P2P 
technological infrastructure is the locus of social conflict because the choice 
between them has consequences for what may or may not be possible.

P2P enables an emerging mode of production, named commons-based peer 
production, characterized by new relations of production. In commons-based 
peer production, contributors create shared value through open contributory 
systems, govern the work through participatory practices, and create shared re-
sources that can, in turn, be used in new iterations. This cycle of open input, the 
participatory process, and commons-oriented output is a cycle of accumulation 
of the commons, which parallels the accumulation of capital.

At this stage, commons-based peer production is a prefigurative prototype 
of what could become an entirely new mode of production and a new form of 
society. It is currently a prototype since it cannot as yet fully reproduce itself 
outside of mutual dependence with capitalism. This emerging modality of peer 
production is not only productive and innovative ‘within capitalism,’ but also in 
its capacity to solve some of the structural problems that have been generated 
by the capitalist mode of production. In other words, it represents a potential 
transcendence of capitalism. That said, as long as peer producers or common-
ers cannot engage in their self-reproduction outside of capital accumulation, 
commons-based peer production remains a proto-mode of production, not a 
full one.

Peer production can be innovative within the context of capitalist competi-
tion because firms that can access the knowledge commons possess a competi-
tive advantage over firms that use proprietary knowledge and can only rely on 
their research (Tapscott and Williams, 2005; Benkler 2006; von Hippel, 2016). 
For example, by mutualizing the development of software in an open network, 
firms obtain considerable savings in their infrastructural investments. In this 
context, peer production is a mutualization of productive knowledge by capi-
talist coalitions themselves, with IBM’s investments in free and open-source 
software projects, a case in point (Tapscott and Williams, 2005).

This capitalist investment is not a negative thing in itself, but rather a con-
dition that increases the societal investment needed for a P2P-based transi-
tion. Both productive and managerial classes move towards P2P because it 
solves some structural issues of the current system. Capital flows towards P2P 
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projects, and even though it distorts P2P to use it to prolong the dominance 
of the old economic models, it simultaneously creates new ways of thinking in 
society that undermine that dominance.

Nevertheless, the new class of commoners cannot rely on capitalist invest-
ment and practices. They must use skillful means to render commons-based 
peer production more autonomous from the dominant political economy. 
Eventually, we may arrive at a position where the balance of power is reversed: 
the commons and its social forces become the dominant modality in society, 
which allows them to force the state and market modalities to adapt to its re-
quirements. So we should escape the situation in which capitalists co-opt the 
commons, and head towards a situation in which the commons capture the 
capital, and make it work for its development.

This proposed strategy of reverse co-optation has been called ‘transvestment’ 
by Dmytri Kleiner and Baruch Gottlieb (Kleiner, 2010; 2016). Transvestment 
describes the transfer of value from one modality to another. In our case, this 
would be from capitalism to the commons. Thus transvestment strategies aim 
to help commoners become financially sustainable and independent.4 Such 
strategies are being developed and implemented by commons-oriented entre-
preneurial coalitions such as the Enspiral network or Sensorica (see Chapter 2).

Digital commons of knowledge, software, and design are non-rival resources 
enriched through usage (thus they could even be considered ‘anti-rival’). It is 
here that full sharing and the full ability for contributions must be preserved. 
However, we do engage with rival resources in the added value services and 
products built around these commons. Here the commons should be protected 
from capture by capital. It is in this cooperative sphere of physical and service 
production where reciprocity rules should be enforced. We propose to combine 
non-reciprocal sharing in the digital sphere, with reciprocal arrangements in 
the sphere of physical production. Thus, in our vision, commons-based peer 
production – as a full mode of production – combines commons and coopera-
tivism (see Chapter 4).

1.5. Towards a Commons-centric Society?

At that point, if the move from microeconomic P2P communities to a new 
‘macroeconomic’ dominant modality of value creation and distribution is suc-
cessful, a transition phase towards a commons-centric economy and society 
can occur. This will be the revolution of our times, and a fundamental shift in 
the rules and norms that decide what value is and how it is produced and dis-
tributed in society. In short: a shift to a new post-capitalist value regime.

P2P is considered to be both a social relation and a mode of allocation, as a 
socio-technological infrastructure and as a mode of production, and all these 
aspects when combined contribute to the creation of a new post-capitalist 
model, a new phase in the evolution of the organization of human societies. 
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This will necessitate a discussion about economic and political transitions. At 
the microeconomic level of commons-based peer production, P2P dynamics 
are already creating the institutional seedlings prefiguring a new social model.

P2P could lead to a model where civil society becomes productive through 
the participation of citizens in the collaborative creation of value through com-
mons. In this pluralistic commonwealth, multiple forms of value creation and 
distribution will co-exist, but most likely around the universal attractor that 
is the commons. We do not argue for a ‘totalitarianism’ of the commons, but 
to make the commons a core institution that ‘guides’ all other social forms – 
including the state and the market – towards achieving the greatest common 
good and the maximum autonomy.
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CHAPTER 2

P2P and a New Ecosystem of Value Creation

The P2P capacity to relate to each other over the Internet entails the emergence 
of what Yochai Benkler (2006) has called ‘commons-based peer production’ 
(CBPP). CBPP is a new pathway of value creation and distribution, through 
which P2P infrastructures allow individuals to communicate, self-organize and, 
ultimately, co-create non-rivalrous use-value, in the form of digital  commons 
of knowledge, software, and design. Think of the free encyclopedia Wikipedia, 
the myriad of free and open-source projects (e.g. Linux, Apache HTTP Server, 
Mozilla Firefox, Wordpress) or open design communities such as WikiHouse, 
RepRap, and Farm Hack.

2.1. Diverse Skills and Motivations

CBPP is fundamentally different from the incumbent models of value creation 
under industrial capitalism. In the latter, the owners of the means of  production 
hire workers, direct the work process and sell products for profit maximization. 
Such production is organized by allocating resources through price signals, or 
through hierarchical command.

In contrast, CBPP is in principle open to anyone with the skills to  contribute 
to a joint project: the knowledge of every participant is pooled. These partici-
pants may be paid, but not necessarily. Precisely because CBPP projects are 
open systems in which knowledge can be freely shared and distributed, anyone 
with the right knowledge and skills can contribute, either paid by companies, 
clients or not at all. In these open systems, there are many reasons to contribute 
beyond or besides that of receiving monetary payment.

CBPP allows contributions based on all kinds of motivations, but most 
 importantly on the desire to create something mutually useful to those contrib-
uting. People generally contribute because they find it meaningful and useful. 
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For the productive communities as well as simple users, the orientation of their 
work is most often on use-value creation, not exchange-value.

2.2. Transparent Heterarchy

In CBPP some contributors may be paid/employed but all (in collaboration 
with groups and individuals that are not) produce commons. Hence, the work 
is not directed by corporate hierarchies, but through the mutual  coordination 
mechanisms of the productive community. CBPP is based on open and trans-
parent systems, in which everyone can see the signals of the work of others, and 
can, therefore, adapt to the needs of the system as a whole.

CBPP is often based on stigmergic collaboration. In its most generic 
 formulation, stigmergy is the phenomenon of indirect communication among 
agents and actions (Marsh and Onof, 2007, 1). Think how the ants or the 
 termites exchange information by laying down pheromones (traces). Through 
this indirect form of communication, these social insects manage to build com-
plex structures such as trails and nests. An action leaves a trace that stimulates 
the performance of a next action, by the same or a different agent (ant, termite 
or commoner in the case of CBPP).

Stigmergy has been used to analyze forms of complex self-organization in 
various domains, from insects to robotics and the social web, where planning, 
control, communication, simultaneous presence and even mutual awareness 
are not required to coordinate collective action (Heylighen, 2016). In CBPP, 
stigmergic collaboration enables ‘collective, distributed action’ by mediating 
social negotiation via Internet-based technologies (Elliott, 2006). For example, 
see how free and open-source software code lines and Wikipedia entries are 
produced in a distributed and ad hoc manner through the contributions from 
large numbers of people.

Further, CBPP projects do have systems of quality control that represent a 
kind of benevolent hierarchy or heterarchy. These ‘maintainers’ or ‘editors’ pro-
tect the integrity of the system as a whole and can refuse contributions that 
endanger the integrity of the system. However, and this is crucial, they do not 
coerce work.

To recap, CBPP is based on the open input; a participatory process of coordi-
nating the work; and a commons as output.

2.3. A New Ecosystem of Value Creation

2.3.1. On Value

In capitalism, value is almost exclusively perceived in the exchange of commod-
ities. Markets are the primary institutions enabling and regulating exchange 
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and, hence, the creation and distribution of value. In antiquity, Aristotle offered 
one of the first treatises on value in The Nicomachean Ethics (2009). He too held 
that value is expressed in the exchange of two goods, but claimed that it is the 
usability of those goods that make them desirable in an exchange. Aristotle, 
thus, had already evinced one of the fundamental dichotomies of economic 
affairs: use-value and exchange-value.

However, Aristotle’s distinction of use-value and exchange-value already 
 implied their close interrelation, whereas the former was arguably held to be a 
prerequisite to the latter. Value was, then, defined by the desire or need for the 
products of human labour (things or actions). Exchange was all but an institu-
tion crystallizing this interaction.

Similarly, in the medieval times, markets were also present. However, the 
value of goods, as perceived at the time by philosophers like Albert the Great 
and Thomas Aquinas, served a broader social necessity, bound to ethical and 
legal constraints (Baldwin, 1959; Sewall, 1901). For instance, the price of 
grain was regulated so that everyone had food in a medieval city, whereas 
speculative traders were put to death. This is still exchange-value, but it is 
not related to a ‘rational’ economic aim; instead, it is embedded in social 
constraints.

The pursuit of economic affairs before the industrial revolution was not 
merely some efficiency in equating the value of commodities. There was a 
 notion of a ‘just price’ reflecting the true value of goods in exchange, one that 
provided fair compensation for all the agents involved. Subsequently, econom-
ics as a discipline subsisted as part of justice and moral philosophy. It was not 
until the classical political economists and under the influence of established 
capitalist institutions that elements like a ‘natural’ order (Smith, 1776), scarcity 
(Ricardo, 1821) and command of possession (Mill, 1848) were associated with 
commodity exchange. With ensuing generations of economists, theoretical 
discussion on value gradually abated, and the concept became almost inter-
changeable with the market price. An exaggerated version of this trend has de-
veloped in finance terminology, with value acquiring one superficial attribute 
wholly  divorced from productive activities.

Since the aftermath of the 2007 crash, a reintroduction of theoretical 
 explorations on the topic of value has surfaced. This trend is connected to the in-
tensified contradictions between what is being ‘valued’ in economic affairs and 
what is perceived as valuable. Many of the classical debates have been  revived, 
such as between objective and subjective perceptions of value. In this direction, 
a substantial body of theoretical inquiries has delved into the  relevance of the 
labour theory of value and its Marxist interpretation, with special reference to 
the digital economy. Some scholars (e.g. Rigi, 2015; Fraysse, 2015) consider 
the disconnect of surplus value from labour processes. Other approaches (e.g. 
Hardt and Negri, 2011; Arvidsson and Peitersen, 2013) have focused on the 
breadth of ‘social production’ and the subsequent dismissal of labour time as a 
relevant measure. Lastly, a stream of critical analyses (e.g. Fuchs, 2015) contest 
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the purported post-capitalist shape of the digital economy and thus reaffirmed 
the relevance of the labour theory of value.

From a different angle, Mazzucato (2018) touches upon some very timely 
issues by revisiting the dispute about productive and unproductive activi-
ties through the graphically presented colloquy between ‘makers’ and ‘takers’. 
Stemming from the heterodox tradition, she attempts to debunk the financial-
ized interpretations of value creation and re-connect it to material production. 
Most importantly, Mazzucato emphasizes the influence, even in their absence, 
of ideas on value on policymaking.

The common element in all the above insights is a general suggestion of a ‘cri-
sis of value’ (Arvidsson et al., 2008), signalling a turning point in the dominant 
value regime and the way it recognizes new value and how it is created.

Elsewhere (Pazaitis et al., 2017a) we have observed a tentative transition of 
value regimes evident on three layers: (a) production of value; (b) record of 
value; and (c) actualization of value. The first layer refers to the mode of pro-
duction that provides the basis for meaningful contributions to societal needs. 
The capitalist mode of production has been associated with private ownership 
and control of the means of production, hierarchical command of labour and 
the production of surplus value. In contrast, CBPP is characterized by collec-
tive ownership and management of resources, horizontal coordination, and the 
production of social value.

The second layer concerns a systematic assessment that provides the means 
to motivate and nourish such interaction, allowing the system to scale and 
become sustainable. In this layer, the chosen method to track and record the 
produced value, by and large, crystallizes the logic of the established eco-
nomic system. Sombart (1902) discussed the role of double-entry book-
keeping in unleashing and stimulating the business activities of capitalism. 
Double-entry bookkeeping conveyed the logic of mathematical precision and 
abstraction to business operations and hard-wired it into the price system. 
Similarly, seed forms of commons-oriented coalitions have developed their 
systems of value representation to encapsulate the polycentricity, fluid co-
ordination, and multiplicity of contributions found in CBPP (Bauwens and 
Niaros, 2017a).

The third layer includes the development of the systems of institutions that 
guide meaningful interaction within the logic of the dominant economic sys-
tem. It is where value becomes real, justifying people’s choices and struggles. In 
capitalism, the fundamental value of goods is expressed through their quanti-
tative relation with money, which allows them to be exchanged as commodi-
ties (Fuchs, 2010). Their representation in monetary units determines both the 
means and the ends of the productive process and money becomes the primary 
commodity acquiring exchange-value. Conversely, in the commons economy, 
exchange serves the circulation of the commons. The commons thus rationalize 
new types of social relations, along with the institutions that make the accom-
panying value forms perceptible.
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However, this does not necessarily mean that exchange as a social practice 
or exchange-value is not relevant to the commons. Polanyi (1957) implied a 
clear distinction between exchange, markets and a ‘market economy’, i.e. an 
economic system controlled, regulated and directed by markets alone. The 
practice of exchange alone does neither presuppose nor determine a market 
system as the central locus of value in society. Polanyi viewed markets as merely 
one of the available forms of resource allocation, along with redistribution and 
reciprocity. While all the various forms can operate simultaneously, it is when 
a bulk of human livelihood becames dependent on markets that compels the 
shift to the market economy.

As already argued, CBPP is socially embedded and oriented towards the cre-
ation of use-value. It does not rely on individual motives to gain from barter 
and trade to allocate resources; sharing freely is considered virtuous. However, 
our argument is not that we don’t have exchange-value in a commons economy, 
but that exchange-value is not necessarily the value of capitalist commodities. 
Not all exchange of value is capitalist exchange-value.

There is of course no consistent definition of value in different societies and 
times. Value as a term alone has no concrete meaning, but it is to be interpreted 
within a broader social whole (Graeber, 2001). In capitalism, value is mostly re-
lated to things, that is, commodities, and is expressed in their exchange for one 
another based on a nominal representation as money. In the realm of P2P, value 
is attributed to contributions as a shared effort among peers, and is reflected 
in the shared significance of those contributions as recognized by those peers.

Hence, value for us is self-determined by communities as contributions. The 
labour theory of value indeed rules capitalism, yet it co-exists with various 
forms of value in non-capitalist modes. Therefore, the aim is not a shift from 
one monolithic value regime to another one, excluding all previous activities. 
Instead, we make the case for value sovereignty, that is enabling communities 
and societies to self-determine value for themselves and develop accounting 
practices to allow this recognition to take place.

In a transition period, there is value competition: a dominant form of value 
operates under the capitalist logic, and a new social logic of value is emerging 
in seed forms. Additionally, there is the environmental underpinning of value, 
integrating a critical recognition of both ecological and social value. Positive 
and negative externalities have to be re-integrated in our economic system. 
Hence, recognition of different forms of value is necessary.

2.3.2. The Ecosystem

Through CBPP we observe the emergence of a new ecosystem consisting of 
three institutions: the productive community; the commons-oriented entre-
preneurial coalition(s); and the for-benefit association. Our description can-
not be all-inclusive because each ecosystem is unique. Moreover, it cannot be 
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Table 1: CBPP Ecosystems.

definite since we are dealing with a rapidly evolving mode of production. The 
aim is to offer a birds-eye-view of the expanding universe of CBPP. The fol-
lowing table includes just five of the eldest and well-known CBPP ecosystems:

The productive community consists of all the contributors to a project, and 
how they coordinate their work. The members of this institution may be paid or 
may volunteer their contributions because of some interest in the use-value of 
this production. However, all of them produce the shareable resource.

The second institution is the commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalition, 
which attempts to create either profits or livelihoods by creating added value 
for the market, based on shared resources. The participating enterprises can 
pay contributors. The digital commons themselves are most often outside the 
market because they are not scarce.

What is crucially important in the relations between the entrepreneurs, the 
community and the commons on which they depend, is whether their relation-
ship is generative or extractive. Of course, extraction/generation are polarities, 
and every entity is expected to present a mixture. Nevertheless, this dichotomy 
infers a break between entrepreneurship and capitalism: one can be an entre-
preneur without (or with less) capital, while capital accumulation and the profit 
motive are no longer imperative. Entrepreneurship in our times can be seen as 
an expression of the desire for autonomy contrasted with the repression of in-
hibited salaried work. There is an emerging class of autonomous and precarious 
workers, often involved in auto-entrepreneurship, which are potential allies, 
not enemies of the commons.

Entrepreneurship, like many notions, has changed vastly in meaning over 
time. Today the dominant vision of the entrepreneur is someone who is inde-
pendent and takes all the risk to play the capitalist lottery. In contrast, if one 
wants a salary, she needs to obey. So, if one is a worker, she has a contract of 
subordination. The notion of autonomous workers is associated with the free-
dom to decide and interact with the market and the commons as one wishes in 
a permissionless manner.

The roots of the term ’entrepreneurship’ in economics are found in Cantillon 
(2010). Etymologically it derives from the French word ‘entreprendre’, which 
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translates to ‘undertake’, i.e. to set about/attempt; to assume responsibility or 
obligation. Therefore, in economics entrepreneurship is associated with various 
individual and collective functions entailing these properties (Tsaliki, 2006), 
including coordination and organization of (existing) knowledge and capabili-
ties (Say, 1803) and the bearing of uncertainty (Knight, 1921). German Histori-
cal scholars (von Schmoller, 1989; 1901; Weber, 1920, Sombart, 1909) have 
attributed an institutional dimension to the term that became interwoven with 
the capitalist spirit (Ebner, 2005).

Schumpeter (1934) exaggerated this view by portraying entrepreneurship 
as an almost mythical function beyond the confines of the capitalist political 
economy. For him, the spirit of the entrepreneur would manifest itself in any 
particular social and institutional setting, in the assumption of a leading posi-
tion, associated with dynamic change and novelty. Schumpeter often criticized 
Marx for not having a theory of entrepreneurship, since in Marxian thought 
the entrepreneur is indistinguishable from the capitalist, as the owner of the 
means of production.

However, Marx’s concern was not the function of the entrepreneur, but the 
source of his reward for fulfilling this role, i.e., the profit. The remuneration 
of the entrepreneur and thus the rationale for his very existence is rooted in 
social relations of production that allow for the appropriation of surplus value 
from unpaid labour. Especially in the ‘digital economy’, the Schumpeterian 
quasi- heroic entrepreneur has been disfigured into a false narrative that on the 
surface celebrates economic freedom, openness and individual excellence, but 
which merely serves as a smokescreen for precarity and (self-)exploitation.

From a different perspective, an alternative narrative has been developed by 
commons-based initiatives, spurring a series of entrepreneurial activities, in 
which the pursuit of economic profit is not the primary motivation, when pre-
sent at all. Conversely, these entrepreneurs explicitly aim to secure a livelihood 
and the sustainability of their contribution to a social mission, that they hold 
as meaningful in itself. Simultaneously, they contribute to the commons (e.g. 
by sharing knowledge and free software) and create the conditions for more 
commoners to emancipate themselves and earn their livelihood through their 
contributions.

Commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalitions can thus be viewed as transi-
tional livelihood organizations. Livelihood is understood as the human capac-
ity to reproduce oneself and acquire the means of life. It varies among different 
people and different contexts, but it is not necessarily restricted to subsistence. 
It is also connected to the ‘good life’ or often referred as ‘thrivability’.

This notion of entrepreneurship arguably goes beyond the Marxian critique 
by introducing a break between the profit motive and the entrepreneurial func-
tion. It is the antipode of those neo-liberal convictions viewing entrepreneur-
ship as some sort of ‘excellent’ quality, with which certain privileged people 
are born. Leadership in commons-oriented initiatives is a function and a re-
sponsibility that can be assumed ad hoc and permissionlessly by those most 
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capable and motivated in a given situation. Novelty and change are normative, 
and they are connected to the circulation of the commons and the empower-
ment of commoners. Commons-based entrepreneurial coalitions thus serve to 
transcend the elements of freedom, autonomy, and creativity associated with 
entrepreneurship, by placing them in a contributory context.

Of particular interest is John Wood’s (1990) proposal to change the language 
from ‘entrepreneur’ to ‘entredonneur’, which hints at this distinction between 
extractive and generative entrepreneurship mentioned above. This dichotomy 
signifies a shift from a logic of ‘how can I put myself in between and extract a 
surplus’ to ‘how can I build a livelihood around my contributions and share it 
fairly while recognizing natural limits in the process’. In the same direction, 
Marjorie Kelly (2012) introduces non-capitalist/generative enterprises, which 
again comes back to the distinction between markets and capitalism. We can 
have collectively owned market agents that have social and environmental 
goals and use their surplus for these goals, rather than accumulation.

To demonstrate the difference between extractive and generative, think of 
industrial agriculture and permaculture. In the former, the soil becomes more 
impoverished and less healthy, while in the latter case the soil becomes more 
productive and healthier.

Extractive entrepreneurs seek to maximize their profits, and generally do not 
sufficiently reinvest in the maintenance of productive communities. Like Face-
book, they do not share any profits with the co-creating communities on which 
they depend for their value creation and realization. Like Uber or Airbnb, they 
tax exchanges but do not directly contribute to the creation of transport or 
hospitality infrastructures. So, the problem is that though they develop useful 
services that reuse unused resources, they do this in an extractive manner. They 
may facilitate these services, but they also create competitive mentalities: par-
ticipants of their systems often construct new material infrastructures, e.g. new 
buildings to rent or cabs to hire, in their effort to maximize profits. Moreover, 
extractive enterprises may free ride on a whole set of social or public infrastruc-
tures (e.g. roads as in the case of Uber).

On the other hand, generative entrepreneurs create added value around 
these communities. Seed-forms of commons-oriented entrepreneurial coali-
tions create added value on top of the commons that they co-produce and upon 
which they are co-dependent. In the best of cases, the community of entrepre-
neurs coincides with the productive community. The contributors build their 
vehicles to create livelihoods while producing the commons. They reinvest the 
surplus in the well-being of themselves and the overall commons system they 
co-produce.

The third institution is the for-benefit association that can also be called the 
infrastructural organization. Many CBPP ecosystems not only consist of pro-
ductive communities and entrepreneurial coalitions, but also have independ-
ent governance institutions that support the infrastructure of cooperation and, 
thus, empower the capacity for CBPP. They enable cooperation to take place au-
tonomously and do not command and control the CBPP process itself. Behind 
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any commons project, one always finds some infrastructural organization, as 
commoning cannot exist without infrastructure. For example, the Wikime-
dia Foundation, as the for-benefit association of Wikipedia, does not coerce 
the production of Wikipedia producers. Likewise, the free and open-source 
software foundations that often manage the infrastructure and networks of the 
projects.

By way of contrast, for-benefit associations differ significantly from both 
for-profit corporations and traditional non-profits. For-benefit associations 
are separated from the commons and the productive community. They are 
not directly involved in the production and do not command its processes. 
They instead enable and safeguard the basis for the production to take place. 
Furthermore, for-benefit associations are not profit-oriented, but promote sus-
tainability and welfare in the system as a whole and are usually democratically 
governed.

Similarly, traditional non-governmental and nonprofits organizations op-
erate in a world of perceived scarcity. They identify problems, search for re-
sources, and allocate those resources in a directive manner to the solving of the 
issues they have identified. This approach arguably offers a mirror image to the 
for-profit models of operating.

For-benefit associations operate for abundance. They recognize problems 
and issues but believe that there are enough contributors that desire to assist 
in solving these issues. Hence, they maintain an infrastructure of cooperation 
that allows contributive communities and entrepreneurial coalitions to engage 
in CBPP processes vital for solving these issues. Not only do they protect these 
commons through licenses, but may also help manage conflicts between par-
ticipants and stakeholders, fundraise, and assist in the general capacity building 
necessary for the commons in particular fields of activity (for example, through 
education or certification).

2.4. Four Short Case Studies5

In addition to the well-documented ecosystems of free and open-source soft-
ware projects (see indicatively Dafermos, 2012; Harhoff and Lakhani, 2016; 
Mateos-Garcia and Steinmueller, 2008; Scacchi et al., 2006; Benkler, 2006; von 
Hippel, 2016), the cases of Enspiral, Sensorica, WikiHouse, and Farm Hack 
offer new perspectives on the rich tapestry of the increasing number of CBPP 
ecosystems.

They fit within the parameters of our description, like many free and open-
source software projects, Wikipedia and an increasing number of open design 
projects that build new post-capitalist ecosystems of value creation. The fol-
lowing ecosystems are interrelated through their digital commons (the output 
of one project can be the input of another) and, thus, CBPP can be seen as a 
grand ecosystem consisted of diverse smaller ecosystems (see infographic in 
Chapter 4).
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2.4.1. Enspiral6

Enspiral is a network of professionals and companies focused on socially ori-
ented projects, or as often mentioned: ‘working on stuff that matters’. The net-
work is based in Wellington, New Zealand and was founded in 2008 by Joshua 
Vial, who was then a freelance software engineer. The primary motivation be-
hind Enspiral was to enable skilful individuals to commit more time to so-
cially-oriented projects. For this purpose, an initial group of freelancers begun 
developing a form of collaboration that would create enough resources and 
flexibility, inspired by free and open-source software.

Since then, Enspiral grew to encompass a broad community of diverse pro-
fessionals (productive community), including software engineers, trainers, 
legal and financial experts. These pool their skills and energy to create a com-
mons of knowledge and software. They are self-organized, without central co-
ordination, and share resources to initiate and support projects that contribute 
to the network’s social purpose.

Around these commons, a web of business ventures (entrepreneurial coali-
tions) offers open-source tools and services that enable communities, like- and 
including- their own, to address particular challenges related to democratic 
governance and adaptation to the digital age. For example, Loomio is an open-
source platform for participatory decision making that was developed by 
Enspiral with a group of activists from the local ‘Occupy’ movement in Wel-
lington. Another one of the first ventures of Enspiral is Rabid, which is a com-
pany offering expert services on web development.

The picture is completed with the Enspiral Foundation (for-benefit associa-
tion), a cooperatively governed nonprofit that facilitates collaboration and sup-
ports the network as a whole. The Foundation is the entity with which all the 
professionals and the companies have a formal relationship. It maintains the 
network’s infrastructure, holds the collective property and guarantees its cul-
ture and mission. At the time of this writing, about 300 people are contributing 
to one or several of over 15 business ventures linked to the Enspiral Foundation.

Enspiral ventures generate revenue by offering their software solutions and 
services to clients. In turn, they distribute this revenue back to contributors and 
a part of it (usually 20 per cent) is contributed to the Foundation. Almost half of 
these funds cover the operational costs of the Foundation, while the rest is in-
vested through collaborative funding in projects proposed by the community. 
Digital solutions developed by the network again support these processes. For 
instance, a back-end platform called ‘my.enspiral’ facilitates the distribution of 
revenue, while a collaborative budgeting tool, ‘co-budget’, is used for the invest-
ment of the Foundation funds.

Enspiral’s culture is dedicated to the creation of value for the society rather 
than for shareholders. It is statutorily oriented towards the common good and 
is proactively developing the conditions to serve this purpose. New projects can 
be initiated by anyone from within or outside the network. Multi-stakeholder 
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teams organize around exciting ideas and iterate potential solutions. The net-
work’s companies and professionals offer expertise in all relevant fields, includ-
ing financial support, either by using the Foundation’s funds (via co-budget) or 
by leveraging external funding. Enspiral thus aims to engage resources from 
the broader spectrum of the economy to the creation of social value.

One of the core practices that illustrate this approach on value is ‘capped 
returns.’ The general idea is to introduce an upper limit (a ‘cap’) on the to-
tal returns that investors may receive on the equity of a business. For this, the 
shares issued by a company are coupled by a matching call option that requires 
the repurchase of the shares at an agreed-upon price. Once the company has 
redeemed all shares, it is then free to reinvest all future profits into its social 
mission. Through this mechanism, external and potentially extractive capital is 
‘subsumed’ and disciplined to become ‘cooperative capital.’

2.4.2. Sensorica7

Sensorica is a collaborative network dedicated to the design and deployment 
of sensors and sense-making systems. It was officially launched in 2011 in 
Montreal, Canada, inspired by free and open-source projects and the forms 
of collaboration entailed. The vision of Sensorica is to empower P2P develop-
ment and the provision of products and services through a business model and 
proper infrastructure that would make it economically sustainable.

Sensorica offers an open platform for interaction among individuals, with 
any skills or expertise (e.g. engineers, researchers, developers or lawyers), as 
well as organizations from the business and public sector and civil society. It is 
partially a commons-based community and partially an entrepreneurial entity. 
On the one hand, the individuals and organizations (productive community) 
pool resources and organize around projects that produce open hardware tech-
nological solutions. Those are generally driven by a diverse set of motivations, 
where financial compensation is not prominent or included at all.

On the other hand, a group of independent business entities (entrepreneurial 
coalitions), often launched by the community, introduce innovations into the 
market. All revenue is distributed back to the network and in particular to the 
people that have been involved. For this, Sensorica has developed a system that 
facilitates value accounting and resource management in the network, which 
is called Network Resource Planning–Contribution Accounting System (NRP-
CAS). This system records and determines every member’s input in every 
project and redistributes revenues in proportion to each contribution. It simul-
taneously tracks all activities in the network with the relevant resources that 
are either used or generated by a project, as a project’s output can be another 
project’s input.

All the agents participating in the network are affiliated with a nonprofit 
organization (for-benefit association), namely the Canadian Academy for the 
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Knowledge Economy (CAKE), which manages the shared infrastructure and 
resources. It is a custodian holding all assets and liabilities of the network, 
based on a ‘non-dominium’ agreement. ‘Non-dominium’ reflects the fact that 
no agent or combination of agents may have dominant control over the shared 
resources. It illustrates the dynamic and highly adaptable structure of Sensorica 
that strives to combine open, large-scale collaboration with a fair distribution 
of the co-created value.

Projects in Sensorica get initiated either internally or externally. In the for-
mer case, the network participants, individuals or organizations, broadcast 
their ideas to the community. When enough people get on board, a collabora-
tive process of design and planning begins where they contribute under various 
roles. If all goes well, the VAS-CAS is set-up for this project, and it moves to the 
development stage where everyone starts logging in his or her contributions. 
In the latter case, external parties contact Sensorica and initiate joint projects 
outsourcing innovation processes to the network. Other than that, the network 
still operates similarly in both cases.

For instance, one of the most popular Sensorica projects is called ‘Mosquito’, 
which entails the design and production of a force/displacement sensor device 
with numerous applications in science and biotechnology. The project, accord-
ing to the publicly available data on Sensorica’s NRP-CAS, has been launched 
in 2012, coordinated by 15 people in various roles, from design, research, and 
development and experimentations, to marketing, strategy, documentation 
and accounting processes. In 2013 two Sensorica affiliates launched Tactus 
Scientific Inc., a company that successfully introduced the Mosquito Scientific 
Instrument System as a product in the market. The device has been first tested 
in research in cardiovascular diseases in collaboration with the Montreal Heart 
Institute. In its next phase, the Mosquito technology has been applied in other 
domains, such as wearables (e.g. smart sports equipment, assistive technology 
for disabled) and robotics (e.g. haptics).

Similarly, in 2015 Sensorica has been contacted by a Montreal-based company 
to assist in the development of an Internet-of-Things solution for the heavy in-
dustry. The final product would be a mesh network of sensors gathering data 
to analyze the life expectancy of products and predict failures. The company 
has agreed to follow a business model that is compatible with Sensorica’s mis-
sion and values concerning the openness of the outputs. The company thus has 
financed CAKE, the network’s custodian, which in turn has distributed funds 
to the people participating in the project to develop the product released under 
open-hardware license.

Income can be generated in Sensorica through market operations or govern-
ment grants. The NRP-CAS allows revenue to flow back to all contributors, not 
just those directly connected to the sources of income, either market or gov-
ernment partners. The system allows the identification and evaluation of the 
different qualities of contributions, through a combination of self-logging and 
peer review. It thus succeeds in avoiding rent-seeking behaviour, not just by 
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external forces, but also by privileged internal agents, which attempt to exploit 
the common value for their individual gain. On the one hand, the techno-social 
infrastructure of Sensorica supports the network’s operations and its contribu-
tors. On the other, it reinforces a specific state of affairs that represents a collec-
tive sense of fairness within and beyond the network.

The organizational model of Sensorica has been identified as an ‘Open Value 
Network’ (OVN). An OVN has been developed as a generic organizational and 
business model apt to enhance and support CBPP. It is highly adaptive, fully de-
centralized and governed through distributed decision-making processes and 
resource allocation. Inspired by the practices exemplified by free and open-
source projects, it supports open participation, with low barriers of entry and 
is designed to empower permissionless individual action through open knowl-
edge and transparent processes.

The OVN model aspires to create a viable structure that harnesses the ad-
vantages of open collaboration and sharing, while it addresses the challenges of 
digital commons projects related to governance and sustainability. Its economic 
dynamics are based on economies of scope created by large-scale collaboration 
and customized production. Sensorica with the OVN model benefits from the 
diversity of inputs and shared resources. It stimulates and harnesses human 
creativity while reducing time-to-market for innovations. This way Sensorica’s 
business entities exploit this unique potential to become competitive in the 
market.

Generally, the OVN model, as demonstrated by Sensorica, carries some de-
cisive solutions for commons-oriented projects. It can support their unique 
forms of collaboration allowing CBPP communities to interface with the mar-
ket and the public sector; capture, manage and distribute financial rewards to 
contributors; deal with trust-related issues; retain and protect a formal legal 
structure and brand, and formulate and execute a business strategy.

2.4.3. WikiHouse

WikiHouse is an open-source construction kit initiated by the UK-based stu-
dio named ‘Architecture 00’. It aims to enable a global community of people to 
share designs and tools related to all the different parts of house construction. 
Those parts would then be produced with low-cost materials, like plywood, 
and assembled using digital fabrication tools, such as 3D printers and CNC 
machines, even by people with no exceptional skills or training. WikiHouse has 
been inspired by the developments in digital fabrication and parametric auto-
mation, conceived as an opportunity to drastically lower the social thresholds 
regarding skills, time and cost for people to design and manufacture a house.

A global community of architects, designers, engineers and builders (pro-
ductive community) contributes to the WikiHouse commons of designs and 
technologies. Participation is open to anyone interested in using, improving, 
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adapting and sharing existing designs and technologies, and develop new ones. 
The contributors to the community interact through a stack of online tools that 
allow them to communicate and share designs and experience.

The WikiHouse library is organized to include different house types, avail-
able as ready-designed building layouts, and technologies that constitute the 
sub-components of a house and its utilities. It also includes the tools necessary 
for the physical manufacturing of the constructions. At the time of this writ-
ing, the library includes one main house type, the ‘MicroHouse’, a CNC routed 
frame technology called ‘WREN’ and two simple tools, a mallet and a step-up 
stool.

The limited number of designs and technologies is due to the complexity 
entailed in house constructions and the variety of the possible contexts. The 
MicroHouse type and WREN were initially designed in the UK and are suitable 
for these conditions. Therefore, further development of static ready-to-produce 
designs for other house types would be of limited use. WikiHouse also focuses 
on the development of parametric design tools that may allow for a broader 
range of possibilities and different house types. Several research and develop-
ment teams work on new sets of digitally fabricated technological solutions. A 
set of design principles are guiding this process, which generally prescribes an 
open, fail-proof and modular design, low-cost and broadly available materials, 
and user-friendly layouts.

A UK-registered nonprofit, the WikiHouse Foundation (for-benefit asso-
ciation), is the caretaker of the community. Its mission is to bring together 
companies, organizations, and governments to promote open technologies 
and common infrastructures for housing and sustainable development. The 
Foundation provides for the WikiHouse commons by maintaining the infra-
structure and through commons-based licenses. It facilitates cooperation in 
the ecosystem by coordinating interactions among the contributors and raising 
funds from donations.

Furthermore, the WikiHouse Foundation collaborates with a global net-
work of companies, called ‘providers’ (entrepreneurial coalitions), which cover 
all the relevant services across the building supply chain, from architecture, 
engineering and insurance services, to loans, construction management and 
delivery of parts. Those usually participate in research and development for 
WikiHouse and have thus advanced knowledge of its tools and technologies, 
while some may specialize in local applications of WikiHouse solutions. For in-
stance, WREN is supported by an architectural design studio (Architecture 00) 
and a structural engineering company (Momentum Engineering), both based 
in the UK, but also by a New Zealand-based social housing company (Space 
Craft Ltd), a multinational expert group (Arup Associates) and several indi-
vidual contributors. Moreover, a structural engineering student group from 
the Free University of Brussels (ULB) is also working on the hardware, while 
another architecture team (Architype-Team Architects) is engaged in the para-
metric development.
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The Foundation does not engage in the design or manufacturing itself. 
 Instead, it ensures compliance with the design principles and sets the criteria 
for quality assurance, by curating a catalogue of certified solutions and provid-
ers. This way, it encourages experimentation, openness, and diversity in com-
munity interactions, while maintaining minimum industry standards for the 
designs and technologies hosted in the WikiHouse public library.

In this perspective, the enabling role of the commons in the WikiHouse eco-
system is twofold. On the one hand, it is socially-oriented with regards to the 
role of architecture beyond the construction of buildings. It focuses on the de-
velopment of design solutions that are low-cost, high-performance, sustain-
able and adaptable. People are thus provided with the tools to reconfigure the 
public sphere in the area where they live, especially in urban environments. 
There is a robust socializing element emphasized in the construction of Wiki-
House layouts that is reminiscent of pre-industrial vernacular architecture and 
community-based building.

On the other hand, it introduces a new business strategy for the sector. Apart 
from high-end, sophisticated construction projects, WikiHouse sees most of 
the architectural work take place outside the market economy, where every-
day people try to solve their problems by themselves. Hence, the challenge for 
WikiHouse is to provide the tools, the infrastructure, and the institutions to 
develop architecture in those parts of society. WikiHouse thus strives to expand 
the availability and relevance of architecture and its related services to the more 
significant part of the economy, where it is arguably most needed.

In this direction, WikiHouse is in the process of developing a platform that 
would enable companies to identify new customers for their products and ser-
vices, coalesced around citizen-driven projects for affordable and sustainable 
housing. In turn, they would share a part of their revenue for the maintenance 
and improvement of the shared infrastructure and the building technologies.

2.4.4. Farm Hack

Farm Hack is a community of farmers that build and modify their machinery. 
It was established in 2011, following a gathering organized by several groups 
of farmer activists in collaboration with engineers from the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, aimed at discussing and producing solutions to various 
problems related to farming tools. Gradually, a series of events were held across 
the USA engaging farmers, activists, designers, researchers and engineers in 
discussion and exchange of ideas, and the design and prototyping of farming 
tools. Inspired by open-source culture, soon the idea expanded to the rest of 
the world and eventually a global community (productive community) was 
 established.

The central node of Farm Hack is its digital platform, where solutions de-
veloped in the events are documented. The primary function of the platform 
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is to host a database of designs, know-how, and ideas shared by the productive 
community. In addition it serves as a medium of communication and dissemi-
nation, while it also facilitates coordination among the members of the com-
munity and, to a certain degree, the development of technologies.

Currently, the platform features more than 500 pieces of machinery that have 
either been collectively created in Farm Hack events or developed by individual 
members of the community. The platform includes anything from integrated 
solutions and ready-to-market products to prototypes, fixes and even concept 
designs or ideas for brainstorming. All artifacts are available under Creative 
Commons licenses and may be accessed, used, modified, improved and shared 
by everyone.

A nonprofit (for-benefit association) has been formally established in 2013 
to provide Farm Hack with legal status. The primary role of the organization 
is to monitor, maintain and improve the platform according to the ethos and 
desires of the community. Further more, it secures funds for its functions and 
maximizes outreach within and outside the community. The organization has a 
formal board of directors, in line with legal provisions; however the actual deci-
sion-making process is decentralized and meritocratic. Practically any member 
of the community can be involved, while those most engaged in the Farm Hack 
activities may have enhanced influence.

Acquiring a legal form has provided the flexibility to strengthen collabora-
tion with other organizations and raise funds from grants. Over time, this has 
allowed Farm Hack to employ community members on a more permanent ba-
sis, thus enabling them to contribute their time and efforts more intensively. 
However, this cannot be sustained over long periods of time as its non-profit 
statute does not allow for direct engagement in financial activities. Therefore, 
a critical challenge for Farm Hack is to create a business ecosystem around the 
platform that would generate income and improve the overall sustainability of 
the community and its efforts.

For this reason, the community enables some of its most active contributors 
to engage into entrepreneurial activities (entrepreneurial coalitions), so that 
they can continue their contribution to the commons, but also sustain them-
selves in the process – those are individuals that have invested considerable 
time and resources in the development and documentation of various tools and 
have gained substantial experience.

Typically, these contributors commercialize tools that they have contrib-
uted to the platform or offer related paid services for individuals or entities 
that would instead purchase them than directly engage in their development. 
Farm Hack community members are relatively flexible when it comes to adopt-
ing any suitable business model, as long as the fundamental principle of open-
ness is maintained. They may manufacture and sell the tools or components of 
them, or they may sell partially assembled kits or merely conduct workshops to 
teach other farmers to build their tools.
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Furthermore, the platform includes a component, called ‘Open Shops’, en-
visioned as a space for businesses and organizations sharing Farm Hack’s eth-
ics. Ultimately, Open Shops aspires to curate a commercial toolkit that would 
support different groups and individuals by offering products and services to 
the broader community. Concurrently, Open Shops connects Farm Hack with 
other projects working on the same field from all over the world and provides a 
collaborative space for sharing of skills, knowledge, and designs.

The process of commercialization is challenging for Farm Hack and a sig-
nificant point of discourse within the community. The creation of sustainable 
commercial activity is desired and encouraged. It is a means to build economic 
resilience, by supporting local manufacturing that provides farmers with tools 
customized to their needs. Hence, commercial activities may be benefiting 
from the community, but are simultaneously empowering and supporting it.

Interestingly, even though significant improvements have been implemented 
in the platform over time, most of the coordination and collective development 
takes place in the physical sphere, for instance at Farm Hack events. The opera-
tion of the digital platform as a coordination tool has been not been stressed, 
while the documentation of processes and technologies are often posing prob-
lems within the community. Nevertheless, the platform is continuously up-
dated and improved, based on feedback provided by the community and other 
sources. Its role concerns both digital interactions, such as the documentation 
of tools, as well as physical ones, like the provision of templates for the organi-
zation of independent events.

In the same direction, several members of the Farm Hack community have 
developed FarmOS, a web-based open-source software that assists farmers in 
record keeping, planning, and management of their farm-related work. Simi-
larly to the Farm Hack platform, FarmOS also serves multiple purposes. It can 
offer different possibilities through the sharing of data and knowledge across 
the community, but also with third parties, like researchers and expert service 
providers. Moreover, the open and transparent architecture of FarmOS pro-
vides enhanced freedom and control over data sharing by the users in com-
parison to similar proprietary applications, while the sharing of data is not 
prerequisite for the use of the software.

2.5. From Contradictions to an Integrated Economic Reality

We do not claim that such nascent ecosystems are sovereign in the current 
socio-political order. Even more, they all come with their challenges and con-
tradictions. For instance, Enspiral, as a business model, owes a large part of its 
success to the distinct talent and skills of its members that allows them to be 
very competitive in their respective fields: skills and competencies that they 
have acquired from their education and occupation in established institutions, 
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such as universities, software companies, and financial firms. Its area of exper-
tise is within a niche with a structured market and low capital entry. Therefore, 
the replicability of its business model is both a matter of some subtlety in ap-
plication and highly dependent on context.

Similarly, Sensorica and Farm Hack both face significant challenges concern-
ing proper and comprehensive documentation of their processes and outputs, 
while WikiHouse is still striving to broaden the scope and reliability of its lay-
outs and technologies. Furthermore, all the described projects, especially those 
entailing any form of localized manufacturing, still substantially rely on cheap 
mass-produced raw materials and components, which are only affordable 
mainly because they are produced and distributed under exploitative condi-
tions. Their respective business models are also yet to be defined, and in most 
cases, it is the case that only a small number of active and highly dedicated 
contributors that can safely claim sustainable livelihoods.

Nevertheless, we should not underestimate the importance of such cases in 
providing solutions to very timely and neglected societal challenges. Most im-
portantly, in doing so, they are gradually building a considerable capacity to 
support their emerging political economy. From Enspiral’s co-budget, to Sen-
sorica’s Network Resource Planning, and from WikiHouse’s parametric design 
to Farm Hack’s on-demand customized manufacturing, each case offers unique 
techno-social solutions that crystallize a new socially embedded perception of 
value. They also define new forms of organization and relation to the means 
of production and offer an alternative representation of economic reality as a 
whole.

These can empower commoners to counter situations where capitalists co-
opt the commons and head towards others in which the commons capture cap-
ital and utilize it for the development of the commons. This proposed strategy 
of reverse co-optation has been called ‘transvestment’ by Dmytri Kleiner and 
Baruch Gottlieb (Kleiner, 2010, 2016). Transvestment describes the transfer of 
value from one modality to another. In our case, this would be from the capi-
talist market to the commons, using generative market practices wherever and 
whenever possible. Thus transvestment strategies aim to help commoners be-
come financially sustainable and independent. Transvestment strategies can be 
identified in all the cases presented above.

Enspiral ventures offer their products and services in the market, like any 
ordinary enterprise. However, their focus is on the social economy, mobilized 
in response to societal challenges. Through this process, they create commons 
(software, infrastructures, knowledge), but also revenue and even profits (some 
Enspiral ventures are profit-oriented). A significant portion of these finance the 
operation of the Enspiral Foundation, and the rest is reinvested to new com-
mons-based projects through democratic procedures. When external finance is 
used, the system of capped returns is applied to redeem control of the projects 
funded. This ensures that, in the long term, the companies can decide to rein-
vest their profits in their social mission and new Enspiral projects.
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In addition, Sensorica explicitly separates its production processes, which 
are commons-based, from its market operations, that are held by independ-
ent entities, yet entirely controlled by the productive network. Moreover, the 
network’s contribution-based accounting system links every contribution to 
the people involved in a project, from its initiation to the marketed product. 
In turn, this allows the network to harness the commercialization of its prod-
ucts under participatory and democratic processes, by fairly distributing all 
revenue back to the people that have contributed to the production. Through 
this process, Sensorica emancipates its contributors by providing livelihood op-
portunities, which enables them to commit more of their creative energy to 
commons-based production processes.

WikiHouse attempts to create a new market strategy for architecture and 
related services, by coalescing various stakeholders around the commons. In-
stead of focusing on large-scale construction projects, which are typically cen-
trally designed and coordinated, a key faction of expert and competent agents 
can be employed for the parametric design of solutions for every-day problems 
of the broader society. Through the pooling of designs, knowledge, and tech-
nology from all the involved parties in the construction value system, Wiki-
House shifts resources from the creation of capital to the creation of commons. 
Simultaneously, it provides the means to deem a form of community-based 
design and construction sustainable, which would otherwise be susceptible to 
enclosure.

Finally, the Farm Hack community encourages its most active constituents to 
undertake entrepreneurial activities, so long as the community’s fundamental 
values of openness and non-discrimination are safeguarded. On a first level, 
this enables some of the main contributors to the Farm Hack commons to be-
come more financially sustainable and potentially commit more of their time 
to the community. On a second, it increases the impact and availability of Farm 
Hack commons-based technologies. In a vital economic sector like agriculture, 
this conditions the movement of people, land, and capital to the commons-
economy. Because technology is not neutral, opaque technologies with high 
capital input would force these communities to conform to intensive, large-
scale practices. Conversely, the promotion of commons-based technologies 
emancipates commoners to build a counter-economy.

These commons-oriented practices consciously strive for a transition to a 
fairer and more sustainable economy and society. There have been many his-
torical opportunities for such a transition, but capitalism has demonstrated 
high resilience as an economic system, adaptability as a cultural framework, 
and brutal force as a political apparatus.

The difference on this occasion is found in the profound techno-social trans-
formations that take place on the micro-economic level. P2P constitutes a ge-
neric capacity for human beings to contribute to the creation and maintenance 
of shared resources while benefiting from them. Early CBPP initiatives illus-
trate the potential of this capacity that allows people to build new vehicles – and 
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transform old ones – to create and distribute value. Those have been developing 
along with nascent practices and tools that make certain forms of social rela-
tionships visible.

Medieval merchants had too developed their own practices and tools to 
transform the pre-capitalist societies, guided by the generic capacity of people 
to exchange and barter in markets. It was not the first time in the history of 
humanity that trade took place, nor that markets existed. It was, however, the 
transformational dynamic of their tools that made things visible, rather than 
the humans behind them. The labour theory of value was one of the first sys-
tematic approaches that subsumed human ‘toil and trouble’, in Smith’s (1776) 
terms, under the sway of commodities to exchange for one another.

The nascent theory of value that is being developed by the CBPP practices 
can conceivably subsume various qualities of things, such as resources, assets, 
and commodities, under the capacity of human beings to relate to one another 
in a non-coercive and permissionless manner. It is a critical process that is 
transforming the CBPP practices from re-active to pro-active. Such groups are 
shaping their existence within a dominant system, and through transvestment, 
they transcend its inherent dynamics. This approach is arguably anti-fetishistic, 
as it reinstates the relations amongst people that have been hidden by relations 
between things.

Moreover, this nascent value regime already holds the preconditions to rec-
ognize and acknowledge different forms of value. With regards to social re-
lations there is the acknowledgment of contribution, and concerning natural 
resources, there is the recognition of planetary limits. CBPP thus contributes to 
a biocapacity-based understanding of value, which establishes foundations for 
integrating social and environmental externalities.

In the current system, we externalize social and environmental factors to 
maximize exchange-value. A new form of value is one that integrates social, 
ecological and economic value. We have to work on our capacity to integrate 
social and ecological value in our decisions about the use and allocation of 
resources. CBPP inaugurates a move from a redistribution model, where value 
is created through the market and then distributed, to a predistribution ap-
proach, where economic activities are socially and ecologically embedded, 
which concerns itself with the recognition of natural limits, as well as the fair 
distribution of rewards. A crucial task is to re-integrate the different forms of 
value in a new economy.

Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the close interdependence of CBPP initia-
tives with capitalism in their struggle to gain autonomy. The success of this 
struggle necessitates the adoption of practices, tools, and narratives that have 
been historically been synonymous with capitalism. In order to win in the capi-
talist game one first needs to abide by its rules, even when trying to bend them. 
Hence the more successful these initiatives become, the higher the danger of 
reifying and fetishizing capitalism, which never fails to reward its greatest en-
emies. The increasing interest in the commons already provides the grounds 
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for alliances with certain forces that aim to exploit the commons to expand 
the power of capital and further deepen the divide with class movements 
(Caffentzis, 2012; De Angelis, 2012).

However, we also cannot overlook the fact that those initiatives have been 
nurtured within capitalism and aspire to overcome it. The same way that the 
commons can be exploited to rejuvenate capitalism, CBPP can form coalitions 
and revitalize radical social movements, including class, gender, ecology, and 
degrowth or post-growth.

From a Gramscian (1971) perspective, CBPP can be viewed as an effort to 
advance alternatives to dominant ideas of what is considered ‘normal’ and le-
gitimate. Commons-based entrepreneurship, for instance, transcends those 
elements of entrepreneurship that are associated with freedom and autonomy 
and places them in a contributory perspective. Similarly, for-benefit associa-
tions transcend elements traditionally associated with the state in its role as the 
guarantor of the common good, that are reflected in the quality of benefiting 
from- and contributing to- the commons.

As these solutions mature and as they are taken-up, replicated and improved 
by other projects, this new economic reality could subsume and transcend to-
day’s tumbling political order. Through the support of the commons and the 
expansion of P2P as the new common sense, in time they shall reshape and 
sublate the various contradictions and processes upon which they currently 
rely, into a synthesized, concrete, commons-centric totality.





CHAPTER 3

P2P and New Socio-technological 
 Frameworks

Technologies should not be seen as neutral, entirely deterministic nor as univo-
cal in their effects. Instead, we should look at technology as ‘value(s)-sensitive’ 
responding to the material interests and social imaginaries of those that fund, 
develop and use them. Technology is thus a terrain of struggle, in which differ-
ent interests and values strive for supremacy (Feenberg, 2002). The most fruit-
ful approach is to look at the various potentials of new technologies, which 
can evolve in multiple ways, and how various social groups can take advan-
tage of these potentials. Our vantage point is to consider to what degree the 
new networking technologies are useful in the context of a transition towards a 
commons-centric society.

The Internet itself, and its complexity offer an excellent example of various 
possible evolutionary paths possible since it was initially developed by the 
 military-funded researchers of ARPA, to create a fully distributed structure 
that would share digital resources among geographically dispersed computers. 
The Internet was also adapted to their needs by scientific communities who 
saw it as a means to share knowledge. It was further influenced by commer-
cial interests after the invention of the World Wide Web, and by governments’ 
intent on controlling its mechanisms. However, the Internet was also taken up 
by the hacker movements and user communities adapting it to their uses. The 
Internet is therefore neither merely a tool of capital or the state nor merely a 
tool of liberation.

Internet technology uses are appropriated by social groups, but the critical is-
sue here is that it creates new capacities (mild techno-determinism), and these 
new capacities may be more important for those that did not have them, than 
for those who already did. Large companies and governments already had pri-
vate networks that interconnected them. However, these capacities have been 
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democratized mainly through the Internet, especially after the advent of the 
World Wide Web, and this despite the subsequent control of the Internet by 
dominant players. As with the emergence of the printing press, the Internet de-
mocratized a capacity, which may then be contested. The result of these social 
struggles may not undo the unleashed capacity.

In the case of the Internet, at least three capacities have been created:

1. A capacity for many-to-many communication using all other forms of 
previous media as these are all integrated and included in a universal digi-
tal medium.

2. A capacity for self-organization that is the result of that permissionless 
communication.

3. A capacity to create and distribute value in new ways, i.e. self-organization 
can be put to use in the sphere of production.

In this manner, like the invention of the printing press before it, the Internet 
has created a historical opportunity for reconfiguring production, exchange, 
and the organization of society at large. The core emancipatory feature of the 
Internet lies in its capacity to massively scale up many-to-many communica-
tion, and therefore, in its capacity to lower the cost of self-organization and 
create and distribute value in radically new ways.

Despite the various adaptations of the social forces involved, and despite the 
partial subsumption of Internet infrastructures to the needs of global capital 
and a new type of capitalist investors (Malcomson, 2016), the fundamental un-
derlying freedom for the capacities mentioned above has not been destroyed 
(yet). Capital and governments need the capacities of the Internet as much as 
civil society does.

To understand the subsequent politics of socio-technological design of vari-
ous P2P applications, we have developed a framework that explains how the 
encapsulations of these designs lead to different outcomes.

3.1. Two Generic Models

We attempt to provide a birds-eye-view of the initiatives that utilize P2P so-
cial dynamics and technologies by introducing four quadrants. Each quadrant 
stands for a specific scenario in which a dominant force determines the de-
sign of the particular networks to facilitate specific outcomes. The forces at play 
want to protect their interests through the control of technological platforms, 
which encourage specific behaviours but discourage others. In other words, the 
owners or managers of platforms may design decisions and invisible protocols 
based on their interests, which in turn influence human behaviour in networks 
(Kostakis & Bauwens, 2014).

Here is our summary graphic:
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The vertical axis presents a polarity where the top (up) indicates the central-
ized control of digital production infrastructure and the bottom (down) for 
the distributed control of it. The horizontal axis relates on one side (left) to 
an orientation towards profit maximization versus on the other side (right) an 
orientation towards the commons. In addition, at the top are the infrastruc-
tures with global orientations, and at the bottom initiatives with more local or 
‘distributed’ orientations.

So, the left side can be called ‘extractive’ because it impoverishes the natural 
and community resources it uses. The right side is the ‘for-benefit’ side that 
aims to create common good value either at the local level or the global level. 
This latter side we also call ‘generative’8 as it seeks to add value to communities 
and commons, both social and environmental. One of the key aims of many 
different contemporary transition movements is precisely this shift from pre-
dominantly extractive to generative models.

There is a strong linkage between the terms ‘extractive’ and ‘exploitative’: peo-
ple who respect human beings will probably respect nature. It is a metaphysical 
attitude expressed both ways; against nature and people. It extends the view 
of human exploitation to that of a broader extraction from the totality of life. 
McKenzie Wark (2015) discusses Bogdanov’s novel Red Star (1984) indicating 
a shift from class struggle to ‘the struggle to organize the totality of human 
effort’, where the exploitation between classes is only one of the fetishes to be 
overcome.

Also, what one may see in the history of the West is that as soon as we ob-
tained social consciousness, we obtained environmental consciousness as well. 
Therefore, getting rid of the exploitation of humans and the exploitation of na-
ture is, despite the different domains, a related process. As Jason Moore (2014) 

Fig. 1: Four Scenarios.
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highlights ‘the “exploitation of nature” is placed on a more-or-less equal footing 
with the exploitation of labour power’. It is no coincidence that the same set 
of relations reveals itself in several works, including Foster (1999, 35), Clark 
and York (2005, 395), Clausen and Clark (2005, 423), Clark and Foster (2009), 
Clark and Foster (2010, 145), Clark and York (2013, 30), Foster et al. (2010). 
The suggested duality between extractive and generative models reflects this 
approach.

User-oriented technological systems generally can be looked at from two 
 layers. The front-end is where user interaction takes place. It allows users to 
 interface with each other and the system itself. The back-end is the technologi-
cal underpinning that enables the whole process. The platform owners  engineer 
both, but only the former is visible to the users. Hence, a P2P social logic is of-
ten enabled by a front-end, which is highly centrally regulated and  appropriated 
on the back-end. An invisible techno-social system is thus formed, which 
 profoundly influences the behaviour of those using the front-end. It sets lim-
its on what is possible concerning human freedom and can ‘nudge’ behaviour 
(Thaler and Sunstein, 2009) in desired directions that correspond to the inter-
ests of the platform owners and managers.

A genuinely free P2P logic at the front-end is improbable if the back-end is 
under exclusive control and ownership. It does not mean, however, that users 
of these systems are powerless to use these capacities for their ends (especially 
if they are conscious of the limitations of such cognitive capitalist systems).

Following Figure 1, four future scenarios are introduced:

• netarchical capitalism;
• distributed capitalism;
• localized commons;
• global commons.

Each scenario sketches a different politico-economic approach that actuates 
different future road maps (Miles, 2004). The models of the left are inserted in 
the general model of contemporary capitalism that has been called ‘cognitive 
capitalism’9. The models on the right could be inserted in a context that has 
been called ‘post-capitalist’, as the core of the activity is not geared towards 
profit-maximization.

3.2. The Extractive Model of Cognitive Capitalism

Cognitive capitalism concerns a systematic process of privatization and com-
modification of information, in the form of data, knowledge, design or culture, 
to maximize profits. In this new chapter in the evolution of capitalism, control 
over information and networks is the driving force of capital accumulation, 
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rather than material production and distribution. (see Boutang, 2012; Bell, 
1974; Drucker, 1969; for a critical analysis, see Webster, 2006).10

By ‘netarchical’ we mean the hierarchies within the network that own and 
control participatory platforms. This version of capitalism is characterized by 
digital platforms that combine P2P elements, which allow people to interact 
with each other directly, but they are controlled and monitored by the platform 
owners. The full centralized control of the rest of the infrastructure is used to 
form these exchanges.

This new form of capital directly exploits networked social cooperation 
that often consists of unpaid activities that can be captured and financialized 
by proprietary ‘network’ platforms. It sustains itself from the positive exter-
nalities created through human cooperation and the commons. If previous 
versions of capitalism were hostile to the commons and tried to destroy it, 
this new version has learned, at least provisionally, to ‘tame’ the commons. 
Nevertheless, this also means that it has become parasitic and rent-seeking. 
Netarchical capitalism is rent-seeking capital that has shifted its control 
mechanisms to control the whole network itself and functions one step away 
from real production.

For example, social media platforms like Facebook almost exclusively cap-
ture the value of their members’ social exchange, by monetizing the data and 
selling the ‘attention’ of their users to advertisers. In addition, crowdsourcing 
models rely on distributed labour, and the ‘shared’ content contributes to firms’ 
profit generation (for an overview on the critique of crowdsourcing models 
and precarious digital labour, see the collective book edited by Scholz, 2012). 
In netarchical models, such as that of Uber, Airbnb, Kickstarter and TaskRabbit 
there is no community nor the creation of commons; rather individual workers 
compete for their own livelihood.

In CBPP, productive communities consciously create commons, whereas in 
the so-called ‘sharing economy’ there are distributed market (P2P) exchanges 
taking place over private platforms, whose owners extract a toll from the ex-
changes. The process is controlled by the owners of the platforms, who extract 
value (rents or fees) from these processes. The ‘sharing’ concept here is no more 
than a marketing ploy.

Furthermore, the bottom-left quadrant, which includes examples like Bitcoin 
and some of the emerging initiatives based on Bitcoin’s distributed ledger called 
‘blockchain’, can be characterized as ‘distributed capitalism’. These more distrib-
uted developments embrace the idea that ‘everyone can become an independ-
ent capitalist or trader’, and they purport to offer individual autonomy from 
both big business and the state. In this model, the aspects of autonomy and 
large-scale participation are celebrated and supported by P2P infrastructures, 
though individual profit-maximization is still the primary motive. The design 
of Bitcoin is quite exemplary in that context, as its deflationary design means 
that early buyers or producers of the virtual coin, can sell them to latecomers 
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at a premium, without the necessity of productive work. Bitcoin is similarly 
extractive towards nature because of its enormous appetite for energy.

More generally, each system that is geared towards competition for scarce re-
sources, will favour winners over losers and, over time, lead to the same oligar-
chy as netarchical capitalism. Distributed capitalism is ideologically different 
and is based on a different techno-social paradigm, but the unequal distribu-
tion of influence within networks lead to the same place as where netarchi-
cal capital started from. This is already true for both the ownership of Bitcoin 
mining capacity and the ownership of the coins themselves. Generally speak-
ing, such projects are driven by an underlying vision that society is just a sum 
of autonomous individuals, who create contracts with each other. There is no 
real society and no collectivity in these visions. Lastly, the projects related to 
this vision of distributed capitalism (also called ‘anarcho-capitalism’) lack any 
counter-measures that can prevent the creation of inequality and oligarchy 
(Boehm, 2001).

Moreover, many forms of the left quadrants are hybrid and should not be 
considered ‘wholly negative’, since they still rationalize P2P sociality, thus 
conditioning autonomous forms of production and exchange for an increas-
ing number of users. Paradoxically, capitalism itself strengthens non-capitalist 
and post-capitalist forms of self-organization and value creation. Examples are 
how the popular forces of resistance and even revolution self-organized dur-
ing the Arab Spring, but also various CBPP communities have made inventive 
use of netarchical platforms and distributed systems to organize themselves 
and their projects. For example, a community-supported fishery in Ostend, 
Belgium uses Facebook to connect fishers and their clients. Hence,  netarchical 
platforms invest in P2P infrastructures and effectuate the material conditions, 
where the struggle for more autonomous and inclusive forms of network 
 society may take place.

Another example from the software domain, is the case of coalitions between 
IBM and various commons-based projects. Being a profit-driven corporation, 
IBM exploits the use-value produced through CBPP. But, simultaneously, the 
IBM involvement has enhanced the sustainability of many CBPP projects, by 
stimulating opportunities for paid work and the creation of more and better 
outputs. Likewise, Bitcoin may be pushing towards distributed capitalism, but 
has signalled an essential milestone for some post-capitalist aspirations. It is the 
first global currency based on ‘social sovereignty’, which signifies alternative 
paths for ‘post-Westphalian’ monetary systems that are able to scale and co-
exist. Blockchain technology, associated with Bitcoin as a distributed database, 
eliminates the need for a trusted third party. The transparent and distributed 
nature of the blockchain theoretically could help small and large communities 
to reach consensus and implement novel forms of self- governance. These poten-
tialities introduce various opportunities and challenges worth enough to inves-
tigate and experiment, despite their enduring weaknesses of blockchain-based 
applications, such as their high energy usage and thus environmental cost.
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3.3. The Generative Model of Commons-based Peer Production

Let us now move to the right quadrants which include several promising social 
movements, and CBPP projects. If the left side showed predominantly extrac-
tive, rent-seeking behaviour vis a vis P2P exchanges, then the right side shows a 
positive engagement with the commons and communities, that is, a generative 
relationship.

In both the bottom and top right quadrants, the ‘civic’ element predominates, 
either in the form of a local community or in the form of a global open design 
community that mutualizes its knowledge. Both use digital platforms, but the 
difference lies in how they instrumentalize the digital commons that they use.

In the localized commons model, the global digital commons are used to 
strengthen and organize the local. In the global commons model, networks 
are used to directly organize at the global level, to deploy activities directly at 
the global level, and to project power at that level. For example, the priority of 
the Transition Town movement (localized commons quadrant) is towards local 
transitioning, and their use of global digital commons is at the service of their 
local goals. Conversely, the goal of Wikipedia (global commons quadrant) is to 
create a global and universal knowledge resource, just as GNU/Linux aims to 
create a global alternative to proprietary operating systems.

The vein of our critique of localized commons initiatives is twofold (Kosta-
kis et al., 2015). First, many localization communities (e.g. several ecovillages) 
produce a digital commons (e.g. novel permaculture techniques) while work-
ing to meet their needs. However, because of their local focus, they have loose 
connections with each other; they do not produce a global commons, and thus 
they fail to contribute to the formation of a global counter-power. Many global 
issues cannot be solved at the local level, and hostile global power dynamics 
can thwart many local solutions. For example, industrial fishing fleets oper-
ating outside of the national nautical zones can easily thwart a local fisheries 
commons.

Localization is part of the answer, and it is necessary, but not sufficient. Such 
initiatives could deploy their efforts at translocalization and transnationaliza-
tion. For example, they could federate both at the local and transnational level 
around their domain of activity, such as provisioning systems (e.g. food or shel-
ter). Some cities could function as ‘partner cities’ enabling the deployment of 
these local systems while they create transnational coalitions themselves, and 
support global open design communities that mutualize the development of 
shared infrastructure.

Our approach is in no way hostile to localized commons initiatives. We have 
to co-construct the new generative mode of production and allocation at all 
levels. Localized projects can interconnect at all levels, including the local ter-
ritorial level, and local structures can create transnational infrastructures (such 
as a global coalition of cities). Our argument is instead that these local initia-
tives vitally and structurally need global complements to be effective. However, 
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we have also a broader argument, in which the local is considered a vital di-
mension of a commons-centric society.

In line with degrowth and localization narratives, we are living the endgame 
of neoliberal material globalization based on cheap energy, labour, and trans-
port, which necessitates the relocalization of production. The value-creation 
communities of the global commons approach are based locally and simulta-
neously connected globally. New and substantially more community-oriented 
forms of socio-economic organization emerge. There is arguably no contradic-
tion between open design collaboration on a global level, and production/ man-
ufacturing on a local level. Even more, a potential convergence may strengthen 
localized reterritorialization through global networks of enterprises. These will 
be based on global digital commons, of software, knowledge, and design, but 
operate according to relocalized implementations

To distinguish this approach from both localized communities and global 
neoliberal material networks, we could call it ‘cosmolocalism’ (Ramos et al., 
2017; Kostakis and Ramos, 2017). This idea comes partly from the discourse 
on cosmopolitanism which asserts that all human beings belong to a single 
community, based on a shared morality and a shared future. Cosmolocalism 
captures the potentials of the global digital commons in conjunction with the 
capacity for more localized manufacturing. The shared morality comes through 
the commons, meaning, through co-creating and co-managing shared re-
sources.

The dominant economic system treats physical resources as if they were in-
finite and then locks up intellectual resources as if they were finite. However, 
the reality is quite the contrary. We live in a world where physical resources are 
limited, while non-material resources are digitally reproducible and therefore 
can be shared at a low cost. Moving electrons around the world has a smaller 
ecological footprint than moving coal, iron, plastic and other materials.

At a local level, the challenge is to develop economic systems that can draw 
from local supply chains: what is light (non-rivalrous; e.g. knowledge) becomes 
global and what is heavy (rival; e.g. manufacturing equipment) remains local. 
We can thus design global and manufacture local (Kostakis et al., 2016; 2017). 
Decentralized open resources for designs can be used for a wide variety of 
things, medicines, furniture, prosthetic devices, farm tools, machinery and so 
on. For example, the WikiHouse project produces designs for houses; the Li-
breSpace community that built the first open-source satellite in orbit; the Farm 
Hack and L’Atelier Paysan communities that produces designs for small-scale 
agricultural machines; the OpenBionics project that produces designs for pros-
thetics; the AbilityMate that produces ankle-foot orthoses; the RepRap com-
munity creates designs for 3D printers.

Such projects do not necessarily need a physical basis as community mem-
bers are dispersed all over the world. Global design communities and local 
production communities could thus create commons-oriented entrepreneurial 
coalitions: participatory business ecosystems that work for a community and 
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its commons. The participating entities constitute sovereign means for the 
commoners to create livelihoods, whilst maintaining global commons. This ap-
proach may move beyond the threats of social regression, through a vision of 
a more frugal abundance for the whole of humanity. It maintains a maximum 
amount of wellbeing services and infrastructures but with a lower load on natu-
ral resources and the environment.

A limitation of this new model is that the problems of its two main pillars, 
information and communication as well as local manufacturing technologies, 
are not yet directly addressed. These issues may pertain to resource extraction, 
exploitative labour, energy use, material flows or the digital divide (see the 
work of Christian Fuchs for an integrative approach on the issue from a social 
sciences perspective: Fuchs, 2008; Fuchs and Horak, 2008; Fuchs, 2017). Our 
claims for the sustainability potential of commons-based products and prac-
tices rest on thin empirical foundations. However, some favourable dynamics 
cannot be neglected (Kostakis, Roos and Bauwens, 2016; Kostakis et al. 2017; 
Piques et al. 2017).

CBPP communities are not motivated to follow a planned obsolescence 
approach to design and engineering. Also, local manufacturing technologies 
(from 3D printers and laser cutters to drills, low-tech and crafts) offer possibili-
ties for on-demand manufacturing resulting in less transportation of the raw 
materials. While the potential of such models is still debatable regarding scale, 
when customization and scope are needed they can be instrumental. Moreover, 
CBPP communities tend to mutualize their productive resources (for exam-
ple, shared manufacturing infrastructure in makers-spaces) and thus benefit 
in tandem.

WikiHouse, Open Source Ecology, Farm Hack, L’Atelier Paysan, RepRap, 
OpenBionics, AbilityMate are only some empirical cases where the digital 
commons converge with local manufacturing technologies creating sophisti-
cated products (from houses, tractors and other agricultural machines to pros-
thetic robotic hands and 3D printers). These communities develop, share and 
improve the design as a global digital commons, while the actual manufactur-
ing takes place locally through shared infrastructures, often with local condi-
tions in mind.

To escape the predicaments of the current political economy and to move to-
wards ecologically sustainable alternatives (Bollier, 2014b), we envision a tran-
sition effectuated by new distributed systems of provisioning and democratic 
governance. The global commons scenario suggests that we should work on 
building both global and local political and social infrastructures.

Of course, CBPP cannot instantly substitute all production processes or 
that centralized infrastructures (such as water supply) are useless. CBPP is a 
proto-mode of production and, thus, currently unable to perpetuate itself on 
its own outside capitalism, to a full mode of production. Central to this discus-
sion is, on the one hand, the concept of the ‘ethical market’ that would include 
commons-oriented enterprises; and on the other hand, the ‘partner state’ that 
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would enable and empower direct social-value creation by providing support 
for the necessary infrastructures, and focus on the protection of the commons 
sphere (Orsi, 2009; Bauwens and Kostakis, 2015; Kostakis, 2011).

It is necessary to tackle the flow of value, which is now ‘extracted’ by ne-
tarchical capital, to create a fully-functioning commons-centric economy. Con-
tributors of global and local communities must create their commons-oriented 
entities so that the surplus can be used for creating livelihoods, ensuring social 
reproduction of commoners, and reinvesting in P2P-based production net-
works. Capital accumulation must be replaced by ‘cooperative accumulation’11, 
which is reinvested in the growth of the commons-based productive commu-
nities and their entrepreneurial coalitions. This strategy was used successfully 
to grow cooperative networks such as Mondragon, Spain, but also to create the 
vibrant cooperative economy of Emilia-Romagna, Italy.

Nevertheless, the aim here is to use cooperativism for strengthening the 
emergence, expansion and dominance of CBPP. Moreover, it is an illusion that 
such a development of the commons forces can be done with a hostile state. 
A successful commons transition strategy requires tackling the issue of po-
litical organization and on influencing the form of the state head on. Before 
proposing a more coherent strategy for a commons transition (Chapter 5), we 
need to place P2P within the wider context of the structure of world history 
(Chapter 4).
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CHAPTER 4

P2P and the Structure of World History

P2P is not something new. It has existed since the dawn of humanity and was 
initially the dominant form of relationship in nomadic hunter-gathering socie-
ties. Ιn industrial capitalism (and later in state-socialist systems) the commons 
and P2P dynamics were driven to the margins. However, with the affordance 
of P2P-based technologies, the commons and P2P dynamics can now scale up 
to a global level and create complex artifacts that transcend the possibilities of 
both state- and market-based models alone.

4.1. Four Modes of Exchange

A basis for our approach is provided by the Japanese philosopher Kojin Kara-
tani (2008, 2014), who understands human history through modes of exchange. 
Karatani proposes that the relationship between humans could be seen in terms 
of exchange in a broader sense. By ‘exchange’ he also refers to ‘allocation’; hence 
we use these two terms interchangeably. For example, in primitive societies, 
collaborating people share the products of their labour. Their relations are re-
ciprocal and can be seen as a mode of exchange. In class societies, some people 
work for others either by force or for money. These relations can be seen as 
different modes of exchange.

In his early work, Marx had used the notion of exchange in such a broad 
sense. In particular, he used the German word ‘Verkehr’ that stands for inter-
course/traffic. In The German Ideology (Marx and Engels, 1846), ‘Verkehr im-
plied diverse notions of trade and war between family and tribal communities, 
and even communication in general, not to mention traffic in a narrow sense’ 
(Karatani, 2008: 572). Marx abandons the concept in The Communist Manifesto 
in 1848. Karatani (2008) claims that the abandonment was due to Marx’s sub-
mergence in the study of economics. Marx focused on the study of the capitalist 
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economy limiting his observation of exchange to one modality, namely, com-
modity exchange. Thus, the state, the community, and the nation had a second-
ary role. Karatani suggests a return to the notion of Verkehr to address those 
matters more comprehensively.

He considers the state and the nation as derived from the modes of exchange 
rather than exclusively from commodity-exchange: ‘In Capital, Marx tried to 
explain these grandiose and illusive systems from the basic mode of commod-
ity exchange. We can see the state and the nation as historical derivatives of the 
basic modes of exchange. Neither is a communal fantasy nor ideological image; 
they have firm and necessary grounds. That is precisely why they cannot be 
easily dissolved’ (Karatani, 2008: 573).

Karatani shows how the state, under absolute monarchy regimes in Europe, 
strengthened but also subordinated market forces, until these forces, through 
political and social revolutions, subordinated the state. Markets became strong 
in Europe because they had existed at the margins of the imperial systems, and 
did not have to face the unchallenged and robust power of imperial centraliza-
tion. This gave market forces a unique historic opportunity to first grow in the 
‘free cities’ of medieval Europe.

As the capital-state nexus destroyed previous forms of community, a new 
form of ‘imagined community’ (Anderson, 1983) emerged that became the na-
tion. Capitalism is the convergence of the dominant capitalist market logic, 
the subordinated state logic, and the equally subordinated logic of the nation. 
These modes of exchange (Table 2) have always existed but in different combi-
nations reflecting different configurations of dominance.

The first mode (Mode A) includes the reciprocity of the gift and is based on 
the ‘community’. The second mode (Mode B) is related to ruling and protection 
and is based on a state-like apparatus (for purposes of simplicity, we shall call it 
the ‘state’). The third (Mode C) involves commodity exchange, and is based on 
the ‘market’. It corresponds to a subversion of the state form of power modality 
and imposes its power structures in the name of free exchanges in the market-
place. Therefore, capitalism emerges when the capitalist market becomes domi-
nant and subordinates the ‘community’ and the ‘state’ to its own needs. The 
fourth (Mode D) is the possible mode of ‘association’, which would transcend 
the power of the state and the class divisions of the market.

Each modality changes as it becomes constrained by the influence and domi-
nation of other modalities. For example, the form of ‘community’ is the first 
band (under nomadism) then the tribe, next is the agricultural or territorial 
community under imperial systems, and finally becomes the nation under the 
domination of capitalist systems.

In a nutshell, Karatani recognizes four transitions in human history. A first 
transition occurred when the pooling of resources in nomadic bands was re-
placed as a dominant modality of exchange by the reciprocity-based gift econo-
mies of tribal systems. This allowed a scaling from bands to clans, tribes and 
inter-tribal systems and therefore, created a world that consisted of a collection 
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of tribal mini-systems. Karatani links this shift to the settling of a nomadic 
population (sedentarization).

A second transition occurred when reciprocity-based systems of tribes were 
replaced by state-like systems, based on the logic of ‘plunder and redistribute’ 
or ‘rule and protect’. This allowed scaling at inter-tribal and inter-community 
levels and, therefore, created a world of world-empires that competed with each 
other.

A third transition occurred when the capitalist market form replaced these 
systems as the dominant mode of exchange. A global world-market system was 
created in which nation-states competed with each other, which Karatani char-
acterizes as a world economy.

Finally, he foresees a new transition towards the ‘association’, a mode of 
 allocation that will integrate the previous ones but will be dominated by the 
pooling that was originally dominant in the early nomadic groups. Karatani 
calls this modality ‘associationism’. Αssociationism (Mode D) is characterized 
by the recovery of the principles of reciprocity (Mode A), on a higher level, and 
beyond the state and capitalism (Modes B and C). However, Karatani stresses 
that associationism does not exist in reality but exists only as a ‘regulative idea’.

Karatani’s description of the ‘association’ mode is congruent with our idea 
that we may be at the threshold of a new type of civilization, based on a new 
mode of exchange/allocation in addition to a new mode of production. A par-
ticular aspect of his argument is that ‘association’ is not just a return to the 
reciprocity of the ‘community’, nor a pure nomadic band structure, but a new 
structure that transcends all three preceding structures.

Pooling and gift economy dynamics dominated ‘community’ while ‘associa-
tion’, in the case of the digital commons, enables various kinds of pooling. The 
‘association’ is an attempt to recreate a society based on the ‘community’, but at 
a higher level of complexity and integration retaining individual freedom.

As discussed below, this new integration strongly assimilates reciprocity 
mechanisms around the pooling and mutualization of productive knowledge. 
Before we move on with the pre-figurative transition towards the modality of 
‘association’, it is of particular value to more deeply explore how this integration 

Table 2: Types of Mode Exchange.
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becomes apparent in contemporary community-driven struggles striving for 
autonomy and collective organization.

4.2. Towards Associationism

We can now argue that one of the central goals of the P2P theory is to investi-
gate the transition from social forms based on the domination of the market 
forces (capitalism), to social forms based on P2P network dynamics. So, P2P 
theory should be at the service of the forces of transition that work for the 
emergence, advancement and eventual domination of associationism.

Let us stress a few points made by Karatani. First, all systems are multimodal, 
and the transitions depend on struggles for dominance among the co-existing 
modalities. In an existing configuration of systems, transitions occur because 
a formerly subordinate mode of exchange, through prefigurative changes, 
achieves dominance in a new configuration. In this scenario, political and so-
cial revolutions occur as the result of previous structural changes, not as a prior 
condition to it. There have to be capitalists or merchants in a feudal system for 
capitalism to become dominant eventually. By extension, this means that there 
have to be commoners for the commons to become the core of the next system.

In addition to the physical commons on which humanity still depends, but 
which have been subordinated and weakened by capitalism, there are new digi-
tal commons that are innovative and productive even in the context of a capi-
talist market and state. This means that integrated production systems, which 
include digital commoning, often outperform the systems that do not use these 
methods. This is true both for systems in which capital integrates the commons 
as well as for systems in which the commons integrates the market. There is 
a growing band of self-organized commoners, existing within the dominant 
mode of capital.

The current form of transition, therefore, entails strengthening the autonomy 
of the commons modality and, hence, strengthening the power of commoners 
vis a vis other modalities. This multi-modal strategy is at the heart of our ap-
proach, and makes it differ from the previous approaches that were (and still 
are) based on the conquest of state power by classical ‘labour movements’.

The strength of capitalism, Karatani argues, is the integration of three mo-
dalities in a system that includes capital-nation-state (i.e. an integration of a 
dominant ‘market’) but allied with the ‘state’ and even the ‘community’ (the 
national community as the locus of reciprocity and an ‘imagined community’ 
that attempts to resurrect the lost ‘community’). This is, he says, why capitalism 
is such a robust system since whenever capital gets out of line and creates im-
balances in society, the nation (that is the community of the nation-state) forces 
the state to discipline the capitalist market.

This is also the source of the insight of Karl Polanyi (1957) about the fa-
mous ‘double movement’ (the periodic capacity of the people to re-discipline 
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the imbalances of capitalism, through the state). One of the critical issues  today 
is precisely that the double movement does not seem to work because the state 
has become a market-state, which is too controlled and subservient to the 
power of transnational capital.

But, as we explain in Chapter 5, a strategy that solely relies on the nation-state 
as counter-power to transnational capital is doomed to failure. Of course, until 
there is a widespread and robust enough network of commons activities, the 
positioning of the nation-state as counter-power to transnational capital might 
also be a necessary component of any viable strategy. The good news is that 
there is an alternative strategy. That alternative strategy is based on strengthen-
ing the new prefigurative system and a new integrated set of institutions with 
a new configuration of the pre-existence modalities under the ‘domination’ of 
the commons.

Contemporary politics should no longer be only about the balance in the 
trinity of capital-nation-state. It should no longer be about anticapitalist strug-
gles that can be seen as either a struggle for a new balance within the old sys-
tem, for a more significant piece of the pie within the old system, or to create an 
alternative state-based distribution system. In reality, these are tantamount to 
a restoration of the Mode B (‘state’), which is what the socialist revolutions at-
tempted and failed to achieve in any lasting way. Contemporary politics should 
be about post-capitalist, commons-oriented construction and struggles. The 
new configuration could be as follows.

Firstly, the new dominant model will have at its core a neo-nomadic contrib-
utory system that all citizens can contribute to. The Internet allows cognitive 
labour to take place from various physical locations and facilitate the general-
ized pooling and reproduction of knowledge.

Secondly, this sphere of the commons will be surrounded by productive enti-
ties, which will likely use ‘reciprocity mechanisms’ both internally and exter-
nally. We call this the commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalitions that create 
livelihoods for the commoners and their commons.

Thirdly, in their external mode of operation, these entities discipline the 
‘market’ through the exigencies of reciprocity. This means that they also re-
introduce the ‘moral or ethical markets’ that were dominant before capitalism.

Let us remember Chapter 2 where the micro-economic trinity of CBPP in-
stitutions was described. We now argue that it corresponds to the three great 
spheres of social life: the productive community corresponds to the civil so-
ciety with its citizen-contributors; the entrepreneurial coalitions, to the eco-
nomic society of market entities; and the for-benefit association corresponds to 
the political society of the state.

The for-benefit associations of the CBPP ecosystems are, at the micro-level, 
a snapshot of ‘the state of CBPP’, in that they serve the ‘common good’ of the 
whole system. They are responsible for the ‘field’ within which the different 
players – that is the productive communities and the participating entrepre-
neurial entities – operate. They take care of the infrastructural needs and the 
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common good of the ecosystem. They are also capable of imposing binding 
rules on the relevant domains. These associations are not merely based on con-
tracts between individuals but are autonomously governed institutions that 
represent the different stakeholders.

Hence, seen at the macro-level, this allows us to look at the evolution of the 
state in a commons-centric society as a ‘partner state’. The public authorities 
would empower and facilitate the direct creation of value by civil society at 
the scale of territory, by creating and sustaining infrastructures for commons-
based contributory systems. Any facilitating and capacity-creating action from 
the state today could be considered as a prefiguration of a full partner state in 
the future. Citizen-commoners and their social movements would drive the 
existing state form into partner state forms that recognize the individual and 
collective autonomy of citizens, just as the civil rights, suffrage, labour and 
women’s movements forced the state to adapt to new social demands.

As long as we live in an unequal class-based society, a state-based mechanism 
is arguably needed. The State (capitalized) in the Hegelian notion is the guaran-
tor of the common good. It is an abstraction encapsulating the community as 
a whole, including its institutions; it is the absolute ends of diverse individuals 
but also owes its very existence to them. The nation-state is currently in crisis 
but has been the imagined, yet not unreal, community that has served as the 
theatre of struggle and transnational movements, such as the internationalist 
labour movement. Social movements are therefore unlikely to obtain anything 
outside that frame, while they are often themselves reverting to it.

De Angelis (2017) analyzes both the commons and social movements as ena-
bling environments where individual emancipation takes place. They interre-
late insofar the commons provide alternatives, for which the social movements 
may strive. The process of social revolutions necessitates an alignment of com-
mons with social movements, synchronizing their respective sequences ‘to turn 
the subjects of movements into commoners and make commoners protestors’ 
(De Angelis, 2017: 371). They thus become mutually reinforcing, through the 
expansion of the commons, which in turn forms a new basis for more powerful 
movements. CBPP then serves as a driving force for the material recomposition 
of the commons. It enables the conditions to sustain livelihoods for commoners 
and the deployment of social force to reconfigure their relations to the current 
social systems, including the capital and the state.

Therefore, social movements, which emerge from the shift towards CBPP, 
will exert pressure on the state. If they become majoritarian, a transformation 
of the state form from the present ‘market state’ to a ‘partner state’, which would 
represent the interests of the commons, is possible. Ideally, as this state and 
commons-based civil society would create the conditions for a re-emergence 
of human equality, the state would gradually be ‘commonified’ (as opposed to 
privatized) and radically transformed.

Similar to the strategy of transvestment of capital, this is not an ‘all or noth-
ing’ proposal and could occur at all kinds of scales. However, for real systemic 
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change to occur at the macro-level of global society, it would eventually require 
the reorganization of society under this new configuration. This means that 
while our strategy is reformist, as it works within the existing configurations, it 
is also revolutionary in the sense that it is based on the understanding that the 
current extractive system must at some point transform to a new configuration.

Our approach is related to the theorization of ‘revolutionary reforms’ by An-
dre Gorz (1967). A revolutionary reform is acceptable to the existing system 
but also creates conditions for its transformation. The establishing of a basic 
income could be an example of this, as it may break the necessity for labour to 
be commodified, and liberate time and effort towards the construction of self-
chosen commons-producing activities.

A historical analogy may be useful here. In her essay on the emergence of 
guilds in the twelfth century, ‘The Silent Revolution’ (2008), Tine De Moor de-
scribes how the guilds organized labour solidarity, while recognizing, and be-
ing recognized by, the existing power structure. At some point, the merchant 
guilds would evolve to become the new capitalist class that would finally take 
power in a new configuration.

While the international system of states is failing to address global challenges, 
and with the idea of a global state looking quite unlikely to emerge – let alone it 
being also highly undesirable – the nation-state system remains the only viable 
form of governance able to guarantee rights and protections. A first step would 
be to complement it with new transnational institutions and networks with a 
cosmo-local direction that will build upon state power while laying down the 
foundations to transcend it.

Chapter 5 discusses how commoners could evolve to become the new 
 ruling class in a commons-oriented configuration or in what Karatani calls 
‘associationism’.



THE THREE GREAT SPHERES OF SOCIAL LIFE

REVOLUTIONS

THERE HAVE TO BE COMMONERS
IN ORDER FOR THE COMMONS TO BECOME
THE CORE OF THE NEXT SYSTEM.

ALL SYSTEMS ARE MULTIMODAL AND TRANSITIONS
DEPEND ON STRUGGLES FOR DOMINANCE AMONG THE
CO-EXISTING MODALITIES.

The new ecosystem of value creation 
corresponds to the three great spheres of 
social life: the productive community 
corresponds to the civil society with its 
citizen-contributors; the entrepreneurial 
coalitions to the economic society of market 
entities  and the for bene t association to the 
political society of the state.

OCCUR AS THE RESULT OF PREVIOUS
STRUCTURAL CHANGES, NOT AS A
PRIOR CONDITION TO THEM.



CHAPTER 5

A Commons Transition Strategy 12

How to be an anti-capitalist in the 21st century? Erik Olin Wright (2015) writes:

Give up the fantasy of smashing capitalism. Capitalism is not  smashable, 
at least if you really want to construct an emancipatory future. You 
may personally be able to escape capitalism by moving off the grid and 
 minimizing your involvement with the money economy and the  market, 
but this is hardly an attractive option for most people,  especially those 
with children, and certainly has little potential to foster a broader  process 
of social emancipation. If you are concerned about the lives of others, 
in one way or another you have to deal with capitalist structures and 
institutions. Taming and eroding capitalism are the only viable options. 
What you need to do, is participate both in the  political movements 
for taming capitalism through public policies and in  socio-economic 
projects of eroding capitalism through the expansion of emancipatory 
forms of economic activity.

We mostly agree with Wright’s point of view and suggest ways that simultane-
ously tame and erode capitalism. We, however, do not have the same confidence 
that the era of violent social and political revolutions is over. Such revolutions 
are organic events and the result of an unwillingness of elites to accommodate 
necessary system change.

For us then, eroding capitalism points to the necessity of creating a prefigu-
rative commons-centric economy within existing capitalism. The post-capital-
ist future requires commoners as the agents of change, and in order to have 
commoners, the sphere of the commons needs to expand. Taming capitalism 
predicates no permanent and radical hostility to the state (Kattel, Drechlser and 
Karo 2018), which has to be ‘tamed’. This has been the strategy of all successful 
social movements to date, and that includes the labour movement, universal 
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suffrage movements, women’s and gay rights movements. This also means find-
ing synergies and convergences among the prefigurative forces that can create 
the new economy, and finding political expressions for them, so that they can 
act in alliance with other emancipatory social and political forces.

One of the consequences of a multimodal approach is that allies should be 
found amongst the forces representing the other modes of production and 
 allocation. This implies uniting the forces which support the commons, that 
support generative and ethical markets, and which support the development 
of a partner state.

5.1. Pooling Resources Wherever Possible

One of the essential features of P2P technologies is the liberation from the limi-
tations of time and space. Hence, an ever larger number of people is not bound 
to their territory, which includes territory in the virtual sense (e.g. organization 
or enterprise). This is now possible both for ‘immaterial’ and material produc-
tion. Workers can develop contributory lifestyles and add and withdraw from 
paid and unpaid projects throughout their lives.

The CBPP communities and their contribution-based technical systems 
of production can generally be characterized as open contributory systems 
though they have some filtering membranes in place to guarantee high-quality 
contributions and contributors. People can freely contribute to one or more 
commons of their choice. Pooling is, therefore, at the heart of CBPP.

Pooling both ‘immaterial’ and material resources are a priority. This capacity 
to pool productive knowledge is now one of the most important characteris-
tics to obtain both ‘competitive’ and ‘cooperative’ advantage (depending on the 
orientation of the productive entity towards profit-maximization or for-benefit 
generative goals). Pooling – or in other words ‘the commons’ – should be at the 
heart of the productive and societal system.

5.2. Introducing Reciprocity

The mutual coordination within CBPP that takes place through open signal-
ling can operate for the production of digital commons because these goods are 
nonrival. But what about material production? Since rival physical goods can be 
depleted (that includes human labour), and they are in need of regeneration, a 
different modality of allocation is needed. This is why although we have a ‘cyber-
netic communism’ at the heart of the capitalist system in the production of ‘im-
material’ goods (Barbrook and Cameron, 2015), we need another mechanism for 
material production. Instead of the practice of the ‘communist’ principle behind 
pooling (‘from each according to their ability, to each according to need’), we 
may often need a reciprocity principle: ‘to each according to their contribution’.
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We thus propose the model of an ‘open cooperative’ – an entity that would be 
legally and statutorily bound to creating commons and shared resources. Open 
cooperatives would internalize negative externalities; adopt multi-stakeholder 
governance models; contribute to the creation of digital and physical com-
mons; and be socially and politically organized around global concerns, even if 
they produce locally (Bauwens and Kostakis, 2016). In short, open cooperatives 
argue for a synergy between the CBPP movement and elements of the coopera-
tive and solidarity economy movements. The difference with traditional coop-
eratives is that open cooperatives pool their immaterial resources, creating thus 
a multifaceted digital commons for other open cooperatives and for-benefit 
associations. As explained in 5.4, this cooperative advantage could help expand 
the commons sphere while subordinating capitalism.

Traditional cooperatives have historically served as viable alternatives to 
the capitalist organization of production. They have proven a distinct capac-
ity in providing employment and security for workers and promote a broader 
reconfiguration of social structures. However, Rosa Luxemburg’s (1899) cri-
tique holds for cooperatives using hybrid forms of social production struggling 
within the capitalist system, which gradually forces them to either adopt com-
petitive and exploitative mentalities or eventually dissolve. Cooperatives often 
self-enclose around their local or national membership and are less concerned 
with serving the broader community and thus fail to fulfil their transformative 
role (Pazaitis et al., 2017b).

In a similar direction, platform cooperatives have been proposed as alterna-
tives to exploitative sharing economy models. They offer a radical redesign of 
the ownership and control of online platforms, promoting democratic govern-
ance, solidarity and social benefit (Scholz and Schneider, 2016). Platform coop-
eratives create an enabling environment for employees, customers, and users of 
digital services and contribute positively to the commons. However, platform 
cooperatives still pose isolated alternatives designed to counter old forms of 
capitalism, prone to the frailties of traditional cooperatives.

Open cooperatives aim to expand and interconnect to aggregate, support 
and protect collective knowledge, tools, and infrastructures. They produce lo-
cally but organize around global concerns to build a counter-economy that can 
deem CBPP to be a full and autonomous mode of production. They seek to 
create new types of vehicles, through which self-organized workers can realize 
surplus value and emancipate themselves from the confines of the dominant 
system.

Perhaps a right way to understand these multi-modalities of the new post-
corporate entities is to look at the functioning of the medieval guild system. 
Externally they were selling their goods on the marketplace (but even that was 
subjected to ‘just pricing’ practices), but internally they were fraternities and 
solidarity systems. This offers a historical analogy to understand the double 
logic of the new entities connected to the commons. In a commons-centric 
economy, new purposes could be achieved through open participatory systems 
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that would connect producers and consumer/user communities, through mu-
tual solidarity, as in the model of community-supported agriculture. We thus 
propose models that intertwine contributors with various roles, in one soli-
darity ecosystem. Furthermore, to the degree that these entities can use open 
contributory accounting systems, parts of the management of material produc-
tion could be moved towards mechanisms of mutual coordination and pool-
ing, which require a different sort of distributed collaborative planning (e.g. 
Sensorica).

Physical resources and means of production could also be pooled them-
selves. Commons-based forms of property could be implemented that are 
 neither state property nor necessarily individual private property. Think 
about ‘commons funds’ to which all contributors participate and co-own. 
These processes would create the linkages between the still scarcity-based dis-
tribution of physical resources, which need to be regenerated and therefore 
require reciprocity; and non-reciprocal general pooling, for resources that 
need not be regenerated. To the degree that physical resources become more 
abundant, these resources could move to more abundance-based commons-
centric models.

In conclusion: a distinction is made between commons-centric models 
that are appropriate for rival resources and commons-centric models that are 
 appropriate for non-rivalrous resources. These models should be seen as polar-
ities, with possibilities to move in one or another direction using hybrid com-
binations. While some communities may want to commonify their physical 
resources and eventually move to full non-reciprocal sharing modalities, other 
communities may wish to increase demands for specific reciprocity.

5.3. From Redistribution to Predistribution

5.3.1. The Partner State Approach

As was explained, the CBPP ecosystem has its productive communities; coali-
tions of entrepreneurs; and the ‘management’ or ‘governance’ institution, that 
of the for-benefit associations. For instance, the nonprofit foundations of free 
and open-source communities often manage and enable the infrastructure of 
cooperation. They defend the use of open licenses, sometimes provide train-
ing or certification, but generally, their task is to enable cooperation. Unlike 
the post-democratic dynamic of polyarchic contributory communities, these 
for-benefit institutions generally function with formal democratic procedures, 
such as elections.

In this context, these for-benefit associations operate as mini-states of the 
CBPP ecosystems. Hence, moving from the observation of the existing practice 
at the micro-level to the vision of a full social form, we observe that there is 
room/need for the ‘state form’:
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1. a productive civil society contributing to the commons;
2. a predominantly generative market that creates added value around the 

commons;
3. a partner state, whereby public authorities play a sustaining role in the direct 

creation of value by civil society (i.e. they sustain and promote CBPP).

Something more than a redistributionist welfare state is necessary, which would 
go beyond accepting the supremacy of capital and disciplining the capitalist 
market players from the outside. We need a state that would create the condi-
tions for the creative autonomy of its contributing citizens. Predistribution of 
resources is necessary rather than post-facto redistribution.

The partner state would ideally be the guarantor of civil rights, but also of 
the contributory equipotentiality of all citizens. It would empower and enable 
the direct creation of value by civil society at the scale of territory, by creating 
and sustaining infrastructures for CBPP ecosystems. Without such a territo-
rial function, productive communities would have unequal access to resources 
and capabilities, leading to a continuing unequal society. In our vision, such a 
state form should be one that would gradually lose its separateness from civil 
society, by implementing radical democratic and even rotational procedures 
and practices.

A partner state approach would not be opposed to the welfare state model, 
but rather should transcend and include it. It would retain the solidarity func-
tions of the welfare state, but de-bureaucratize the delivery of its services to the 
citizen. The social logic would move from ownership-centric to citizen-centric. 
The state should be de-bureaucratized through the commonification of public 
services and public-commons partnerships.

In the face of rising individualistic political philosophies, such as anarcho-
capitalism that only sees individuals making contracts with each other, public 
good institutions are necessary. Society exists and needs its specific forms of 
expression. The state is one of them. Also, the state imaginary we argue for, 
synchronized with the unique characteristics of digital technologies, could be 
that of the partner state.

A partner state approach is seen prefiguratively in some urban practices, such 
as the Bologna Regulation for the Care and Regeneration of the Urban Com-
mons or the Barcelona en Comú citizen platform.

5.3.2. The Urban Commons of Barcelona and Bologna

The urban commons are the locus of convergence between the digital  commons 
of knowledge and culture, and the material reorganization of post-capitalist 
modes of production and exchange. It is thus not coincidental that such con-
figurations have surfaced on a city-level. Within a globalized economy and 
with the transnational system of nation-states unable to address contemporary 
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challenges, cities provide an alternative transnational governance structure that 
complements and transcends the current institutions.

The recent emergence of commons-oriented municipal coalitions evinces 
such a dynamic. In the following sections, we offer a brief description of two 
paradigmatic cases13 of city councils that pose interesting alternatives to the 
traditional municipal form of government. In contrast to the short cases pre-
sented in Chapter 2, the aim here is not to present a generalized set of patterns. 
Instead, they serve to explore different approaches of cities facilitating types of 
citizen participation aligned with the commons.

The City of Barcelona

Barcelona is a momentous case that signifies a new form of radical municipal-
ism directly confronting the current limitations of the nation-state. The city has 
a great diversity of grassroots initiatives, from the commons-oriented crowd-
funding platform of Goteo and the Cooperativa Integral Catalana, to Guifi.net, 
a free/open telecommunications community network. This rich civic ecosys-
tem has marked Barcelona as a reference point for CBPP.

Barcelona is not a city in reform from the top down; it is a city in a transfor-
mation from the bottom up. This is how the Barcelona en Comú (BeC) citizen 
platform emerged, took power and now governs in the minority in the City 
of Barcelona. Activist-level praxis matured into a political force attempting to 
share its hard-won knowledge and experience internationally. The BeC plat-
form has been built step by step, acknowledging every little victory that adds up 
to something (previously) unimaginable. Moreover, finding the appreciation 
for the small steps is part of the change.

BeC is an illustrative case of a citizen platform created by social movements 
along with political parties to reimagine citizen participation in governance. 
It was launched in 2014 with an electoral programme collectively drafted by 
over 5000 people contributing in open assemblies and online procedures. The 
primary objectives addressed timely political issues, such as austerity, evictions 
and mass tourism, while particular importance was placed on the improve-
ment of living standards and the urban commons. Moreover, the programme 
championed openness and democratization of local government institutions 
and direct citizen participation in local governance, while it explicitly refers to 
the commons as a central aspect of its political vision.

The BeC political coalition holds 11 seats out of 41. Within the small space 
between simple legislation and doing nothing at all, BeC attempts to embrace 
cooperatives and citizen activism despite the many limits and problems at 
government level. Central to this approach has been the support of the So-
cial and Solidarity Economy (SSE). This effort has been materialized in the 
Impetus Plan, a set of policies directed towards the development of new SSE 
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organizations and the transformation of traditional commercial entities, as well 
as the improvement of coordination across the sector.

The Impetus Plan includes a dedicated section on the commons, with a pol-
icy framework for the Commons Collaborative Economy (CCE), comprising 
the following layers:

A cross-cutting body inside the city council to coordinate policies around 
transport, housing, tourism, and labour.

BarCola, a working group involving representatives from the city council 
and the CCE sector for policy recommendations, assessment and cross-
sectoral dialogue between the SSE and the commons.

Decidim Barcelona, a hybrid participatory process combining in-person and 
digital input that has been developed for city residents to collaborate in 
municipal debate and decision making

Alongside this, in mid-March 2016 Barcelona hosted the Commons Collabora-
tive Economies event (called ‘Procomuns’), centred on producing public policy 
proposals for the commons economy. The event, which drew a vast, diverse 
crowd from 30 countries, produced a joint statement and a series of policy 
recommendations targeted toward the Barcelona City Council, the European 
Commission, and other local governments.

The CCE policy framework for Barcelona has led to a Collaborative Econ-
omy Action Plan, with measures spanning from training and outreach to the 
promotion of circular economy programmes. Simultaneously, BeC is funding 
the Ateneus de Fabricació, a network of public FabLabs that strives to provide 
access to high-tech infrastructures and machinery and assist learning and the 
development of digital fabrication in every neighbourhood. Other types of in-
terventions include policies for mobility and traffic control targeted at the re-
duction of pollution and the creation of citizen spaces.

BeC aspires to overcome national boundaries where possible, through the 
establishment of translocal coalitions, such as an international committee for 
cooperation and knowledge exchange with other cities, including Naples and 
Messina. Ιt is also very active in international forums like the Global Network 
of Cities, Local and Regional Governments. Furthermore, decidim.barcelona 
has been used by other cities in Spain, while it is also promoted to cities inter-
nationally, exemplifying the potential of shared digital infrastructures in inter-
city alliances.

The City of Bologna

Moving about 1000 km from Barcelona to the east, Bologna is a paradig-
matic case for developing new institutional processes for public-commons 
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partnerships. It showcases new types of adaptive tools that allow citizens and 
other actors to get involved in collaborative design processes for the city.

In 2012, the City of Bologna initiated a political process focusing on urban 
resources and services with the aim to reshape the relationship between citi-
zens and the local administration. Central to these policies has been the role of 
the Laboratory for the Governance of the City as a Commons (LabGov), which 
has brought together various stakeholders to develop collaborative projects, 
policies and regulations for the urban commons.

In February 2014, a regulatory framework titled ‘The Bologna Regulation on 
Civic Collaboration for the Urban Commons’ (hereafter ‘the Regulation’) has 
been adopted. The Regulation sets a framework for the collective management 
of public spaces, buildings and other infrastructure, and also considers issues 
like the improvement of the quality of city life and human flourishing. A vital 
tool of the Regulation is a collaboration pact that allows the city to establish 
agreements with residents and other actors, such as NGOs, local entrepreneurs, 
and institutions.

The Bologna Regulation is based on a change in the Italian constitution 
 allowing engaged citizens to claim urban resources as commons and to declare 
an interest in their care and management. Typically, after an evaluation pro-
cedure, an ‘accord’ is signed with the city specifying how the city will support 
initiatives with an appropriate mix of resources and specifying joint public-
commons management. Support may take various forms: from the provision of 
rules and guidelines for the maintenance of shared resources to the formulation 
of neighbourhood associations for the management of public spaces, as well as 
technical and financial assistance.

Since the adoption of the Regulation, 280 pacts for collaborative projects 
have been registered, from neighbourhood regeneration and social sharing 
projects to crowdfunding initiatives and digital commons platforms. Moreover, 
there have been several efforts targeted at disadvantaged communities, such as 
community-based reuse of infrastructures and resources.

Simultaneously, apart from the Regulation the City of Bologna has put 
 forward other types of commons-oriented public policies. For instance, 
 Incredibol is a successful project promoting creative and cultural activities 
in the broader region of Emilia-Romagna, which includes the creative use of 
abandoned or unutilized public assets. Also, Collaborare è Bologna is another 
project that develops collaborative planning processes for the governance of 
the urban commons through shared knowledge, technology, and resources.

The next step in the Bologna commons agenda is a program called ‘CO-
Bologna’, which considers the expansion of urban commons design principles 
to other local public policies. These include areas like collaborative services, 
ventures and production spaces for the co-creation of solutions to urban 
problems.

The City vision of Bologna as a collaborative city is bringing together a global 
network of other cities in the same direction. The successful course of the 
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projects in Bologna has encouraged more than 140 other Italian cities to follow. 
For instance, Torino is already planning to adopt the Regulation, while Milan, 
Rome, and Florence have expressed specific interest.

The regulation is radical in giving citizens the direct power to produce pol-
icy proposals and transform the city and its infrastructure, as an enabler for 
this. The key is the reversal of logic: the citizenry initiates and proposes, the 
city enables and supports. The model of public-commons partnerships recon-
figures civic and public collaboration. It envisions a new form of municipal 
government that views the city as a collaborative social ecosystem, rather than 
an inventory of administered resources. Nevertheless criticism of the Bologna 
Regulation is often singling out a top-down approach that differentiates it from 
the case of Barcelona. However, this again only makes the two cases comple-
mentary, rather than mutually exclusive.

5.3.3. A Coherent Strategy for Urban Commons Transitions

The cases of urban commons reconfigurations provide useful lessons on how to 
transit from the current market-state and, respectively market-city institutions, 
to commons-centric ones. Such a strategy would comprise three phases.

The first phase is characterized by the emergence of commons-based seed 
forms of systems of provisioning in crucial areas, such as food, shelter, and 
energy. These provide viable solutions to systemic problems of the dominant 
political economy. They become stronger as they interconnect with each other, 
mobilize citizens and integrate within and across different domains. For in-
stance, community-owned energy cooperatives can lead a strategy to promote 
renewable energy solutions, challenging the traditional activities based on fos-
sil fuels. Similarly, a community-based kitchen can cover the vital needs of 
disadvantaged members of the society, in contrast to traditional food supply 
chains. Civic mobilization around such alternatives can create significant pres-
sures for increasing social and eventually, political power.

The second phase centres around the development of the necessary regula-
tory and institutional frameworks that support these alternatives. Proper insti-
tutions and regulations can be crucial for commons-based alternatives so that 
they can shift from the margin to the centre of the system and be proposed as 
viable alternatives. For example, in the case of energy cooperatives, policies 
such as feed-in tariffs incentivize specific forms of energy over others and help 
alternative models to expand more broadly, by ensuring they are more appeal-
ing. Similarly, regulatory measures for profit-oriented ridesharing platforms 
can support local commons-based alternatives.

Finally, the third phase pertains to the normalization of commons-based 
practices. With proper institutional support, generative market forms can be 
developed around commons-based alternatives, allowing them to expand and 
shape the new logic in their respective systems and territories.
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These three phases are concurrent and tightly interwoven. Also, a critical 
mass of initiatives needs to be operating before political action can be sum-
moned and relevant institutions can be designed. Likewise, the economic dy-
namics that these frameworks enable are highly dependent on the existence of 
a stable and mature commons sphere. Ultimately, this approach is based solely 
on structural changes that take place within the political economy. An inte-
grated strategy also needs to take particular notice of the relevant cultural and 
subjective changes that vary in every different context.

5.4. Subordinating the Capitalist Market

Under capitalism, the market mechanism is dominant and infects all the other 
modalities – everything tends to be commodified. Capitalism is an extractive, 
profit-maximizing relationship. It exploits workers and now extracts profits 
from the free labour of free and open-source software and open design work-
ers or from communication on social media. It has a similar extractive relation 
with nature and the environment.

The market, however, would continue to exist in a commons-oriented society. 
The market would shift from being predominantly extractive to predominantly 
generative. First, this means that the market will serve the commons. CBPP 
participants are struggling to create a direct livelihood by merely contribut-
ing to the pool of digital commons. They must pass through either the state 
(payment by the state, for example in public universities and publicly-funded 
science, or subsidies for culture and non-profits) or the capitalist market. State 
support could take the form of a basic income, along with other already known 
models of support.

However, commoners must also create a new type of market entity that would 
allow them to contribute to the commons. As we explained above, commoners 
form entrepreneurial coalitions that create products and services for the mar-
ket and serve as a conduit to generate income for the continued construction 
of the commons. What role could the capitalist market have in a commons 
transition?

We argue for commons-based reciprocity licensing, which has been called 
‘copyfair’ as a play on the copyright and copyleft. (For a discussion of reci-
procity concerning licensing see Vieira and De Filippi, 2014). Copyfair allows 
commons-contributing entities to use the commons material for free, but non-
contributory for-profit market entities have to pay for a license for the right to 
commercialize certain commons materials. In this approach, the free sharing 
of knowledge is preserved (the universal availability of digital commons) but 
commercialization is made conditional on reciprocity. The Peer Production Li-
cense, proposed by Kleiner (2010), exemplifies this line of argument.

So, reciprocity is created between the sphere of the capitalist market and the 
sphere of the commons. This simultaneously allows for the entities participating 
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in the ecosystems of commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalitions to pool 
their immaterial – and even material in the long run– resources and benefit in 
tandem.

5.5. Organizing at the Local and Global Level

Our central political recommendation is that progressive coalitions at urban, 
regional and nation-state level should develop policies that increase capacity 
for the autonomy of citizens and the new economic forces aligned around the 
commons. Merely initiating left-Keynesian state policies will not be sufficient 
and will probably be met with stiff transnational opposition from the finan-
cial oligarchy. These pro-commons policies should be focused not just on local 
autonomy, but also on the creation of transnational and translocal capacities, 
interlinking the efforts of their citizens to the global commons-oriented entre-
preneurial networks that are in development.

We suggest that progressive coalitions should focus on post-capitalist con-
struction first and foremost. Except in rare locales, current progressive move-
ments are wedded to the old industrial Keynesian models. But as they discover 
the limits of this strategy, openings towards commons-supportive policies may 
emerge. What follows from the above analysis is that the current commons-
oriented forces must also focus on the creation of translocal and transnational 
capacities.

So, what could we do? There is a rapid increase in the number of civic and 
cooperative initiatives outside of the state and corporate world. Most of these 
initiatives are locally oriented, and that is necessary. We know that today there 
are movements that operate beyond the local and use global networks to organ-
ize themselves. A good example may be the Transition Town movement, and 
how it uses networks to empower local groups.

Indeed, it has been shown that the city context appears more mature for a 
commons transition. City administrations can shape the conditions for gen-
erative models of production and exchange that increase local autonomy and 
simultaneously create translocal capacities. Coalitions of cities can support 
global for-benefit institutions through public-commons partnerships to de-
velop and maintain vital infrastructures and common protocols enabling ur-
ban systems of provisioning.

Commons repositories of knowledge, software, and designs can be shared 
among cities to empower local sharing platforms that commonify urban ser-
vices, related to systems like food, mobility and lodging. Local adaptations of 
commons-based platforms, like Fairbnb (Amsterdam) and MuniRide (Ghent), 
may serve as a field of knowledge exchange and sharing experiences to mutual-
ize physical spaces and services.

However, this is not enough. We propose the creation of translocal and trans-
national structures that would aim to have global effects and change the power 
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balance on the planet. The only way to achieve systemic change at the planetary 
level is to build counter-power, that is alternative global governance. The trans-
national capitalist class must feel that its power is curtailed, not just by nation-
states that may organize themselves internationally, but by transnational forces 
representing the global commoners and their livelihood organizations.

We favour commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalitions that strengthen 
commons and their contributory communities and create an economy for them. 
These generative, translocal, and transnationally operating coalitions  already 
exist. Amongst the best known are Enspiral (initially based in New  Zealand); 
Sensorica (initially based in Montreal, Canada); Las Indias (mostly based in 
Spain but with many Hispanic members from Latin America); and Ethos VO 
(based in the UK). We believe this new type of translocal organization is the 
seed form of future global coalitions of generative entrepreneurs.

In this context, commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalitions could locally 
be represented by regional Chambers of Commons, first proposed by David 
Ronfeldt as a way to emulate the Chamber of Commerce14. It could bring to-
gether all those who contribute and maintain common goods and serve as a 
forum to exchange experiences and bring commonality into diversity. For ex-
ample, the Assembly of the Commons could organize events around commons 
topics; support those social and political forces that bring forward an agenda 
for the commons; promote and engage in public-commons partnerships. It 
would be fraternally connected to the Chamber of the Commons, as well as to 
other assemblies. In this way, they all together could operate at a larger scale 
and form regional, national, transnational federations.

Moreover, again at the local level, the pro-commons associations could be 
represented in Assemblies of the Commons. The Assembly of the Commons 
could help empowering civic power around the commons15. It could bring to-
gether all those who contribute and maintain common goods and serve as 
a forum to exchange experiences and bring commonality into diversity. For 
example, the Assembly of the Commons could organize events around com-
mons topics; support those social and political forces that bring forward an 
agenda for the commons; promote and engage in public-commons partner-
ships. It would be fraternally connected to the Chamber of the Commons, 
as well as to other assemblies. In this way, they all together could operate at a 
larger scale and form regional, national, transnational federations. Also, global 
federations of commons-oriented entrepreneurial coalitions could be created. 
This initiative would aim at connecting already existing entrepreneurial coali-
tions so that they can learn from each other, but also at developing a collective 
voice. We see that as a global equivalent of the proposal for the Chamber of 
the Commons.

These developments of commons-specific social institutions could emerge in 
parallel with more traditional political expressions of commons mentalities. We 
have already seen the emergence of political parties, the Pirate Parties, which 
are expressions of the file-sharing communities that were repressed through 
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copyright legislation, which led to their politicization. The 15-M movement in 
Spanish cities gave birth to the en Comú coalition in Barcelona, which raised to 
power and makes specific references to the commons, e.g. the development of 
a commons-oriented economy.

In addition to these specific and more direct expressions of commons- 
oriented political forces, we claim that the acceptance of a commons agenda 
could be the basis for new progressive coalitions with already existing  political 
forces. With the Pirates reflecting digital culture, the Greens the political 
 expression of the natural commons and the new emerging left parties repre-
senting a new (post-)industrialism, we foresee the emergence of majoritarian 
coalitions in which the commons would be a binding element.

We must build ‘counter-hegemonic’ power at the global level. This continu-
ous meshworking at all levels is what will build the base upon which to cre-
ate systemic change: the power to change, at the level where the destructive 
force of global capital and its predation of the planet and its people can be 
countered.

This has been done before. According to Kojin Karatani (2014), the reason 
our current market society came about is that Europe was never able to con-
solidate centralized power, allowing independent cities where merchants could 
exist and expand their power. This social force became dominant after the fall 
of absolute monarchs. So market forces had already a long history behind them 
before social and political revolutions made the market form dominant. Capi-
talism won because pro-capitalist forces already existed.

However, commoners do exist. We use digital commons and rely on physi-
cal commons. Commoners should follow the same multi-modal strategy and 
prefiguratively build their power and influence at all levels. Of course, just as 
labourers did, for this we have to develop a consciousness that we are com-
moners. Anyone participating and co-constructing shared resources without 
exploiting them is a commoner. It is a question of how people see the ‘relative 
weight’ of the commons modality in their lives as well as whether commons 
become part of their social imaginary of a desired future.

Because the world is multimodal, it does not make sense, and it is impossible, 
to create a ‘totalizing’ commons world. We, could however, aim for a commons-
centric society where market forces and state functions are ‘disciplined’ at the 
service of the commons. Like capital did before us (Karatani, 2014), we must 
build our strength within a multimodal world.

5.6. Summary of our Proposals

Here is a summary of our proposals for a multimodal transvestment strategy as 
well as for organizing locally and globally.

The first step is to fight against the extractive activities of profit-maximizing 
entities directed at the commons and its allied economic entities. Commoners 
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should use transvestment strategies that would transfer value from the capital-
ist market modality to the commons modality. We thus propose that:

• Commoners mutualize digital (e.g. knowledge commons, software, and de-
sign) and even physical resources (e.g. shared manufacturing machines). 
We need pooling wherever it is possible.

• Commoners establish their economic entities and create livelihoods for 
productive communities. We need open cooperatives.

• These economic entities use commons-based reciprocity licensing to pro-
tect against value capture by capitalist enterprises. We need copyfair.

• Open cooperatives are organized in participatory business ecosystems that 
generate incomes for their communities. We need commons-oriented en-
trepreneurial coalitions.

This leads us to the second step that is to build a counter-power at the city, re-
gional and global level. We thus advocate for:

• The creation of local institutions that give voice to commons-oriented 
enterprises that build commons and create livelihoods for commoners. 
We need Chambers of the Commons.

• The creation of local or affinity-based associations of citizens and commoners,  
bringing together all those who contribute, maintain or are interested 
in common goods, material or immaterial. We need Assemblies of the 
 Commons.

• The creation of a global association that connects the already existing 
commons-oriented enterprises, so that they can learn from each other and 
develop a collective voice. We need Commons-oriented Entrepreneurial 
Associations.

• The creation of global and local coalitions between political parties  
(e.g. Pirate Parties, Greens, New Left) in which the commons is the binding 
element. We need a Common(s) Discussion Agenda.

5.7. A Last Word

Capitalism has demonstrated a capacity to overcome its challenges. However, 
it is not an ahistorical system that will magically persist. First and foremost, 
capitalism has been based on capital accumulation and infinite growth. But it is 
impossible to imagine perpetual growth in a finite environment: capitalism will 
not be able to offer a fundamental solution to the ecological crisis that it creates 
(D’Alisa, Demaria and Kallis 2014).

This book suggests that a commons transition may address the multifaceted 
crisis the world is facing. In a first period, the commons should be seen as a 
challenge to capitalism and as a function of struggle and a balancing of forces. 
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Is the surplus value generated by commons extracted or enclosed? Does it take 
the form of a social compromise? Alternatively, can it be a terrain of struggle, in 
which the commoners develop their strategies to gain strength within capital-
ism, to augment the surplus available to their activities and to create social and 
political power for a subsequent re-arrangement of power, leading to systemic 
change?

While it is likely that the next wave of capitalism will problematically inte-
grate green and commons-based aspects, it is unlikely to be able to do this in 
the long term, due to its growth fixation and other destructive imperatives. Not 
knowing this future, which is under construction and subject to power rela-
tionships, we can therefore only work with scenarios. However, each of these 
scenarios includes the necessity to strengthen the autonomy and the place of 
the commons in a future social order.

Our approach is complementary to the work of Nick Dyer-Witheford (2015) 
that mostly provides an analysis of classic working-class exploitation within 
the capitalist system and largely ignores (apart from a few elements) struggle 
through the construction of seed forms. We do not focus on capitalist exploita-
tion and resistance within the capitalist mode of production but on the con-
struction of post-capitalist seed forms and how to advance them.

On top of that, our approach is also related to both Paul Mason’s (2015) and 
Jeremy Rifkin’s (2014) analysis of post-capitalist dynamics. However, both Ma-
son and Rifkin lack much focus on the social and political contradictions of 
the transition, are strongly techno-deterministic in their orientation, and cru-
cially, don’t include any real detail about the transition itself. By contrast, our 
approach accepts only a mild form of technological determinism and stresses 
struggle through the construction of alternatives by focusing on realistic insti-
tutional design between the commons and the spheres of the market and the 
state.

Techno-deterministic approaches often celebrate post-scarcity visions of the 
future. These views reflect a particular understanding of technology that ac-
tually intensifies the problems that are sought to be solved through it. New 
technologies are frequently portrayed only as finished goods, disregarding the 
economic relations embedded in their development, which conceals the fact 
that these technologies exist at the expense of other humans and local environ-
ments elsewhere.

Similarly, issues of scarcity cannot simply be engineered away by more ef-
ficient production methods. What is broadly discussed as the ‘Jevons’ Paradox’ 
(Alcott, 2005) illustrates that efficiency improvements can lead to an absolute 
increase in the use of raw materials and energy, due to lower prices per unit 
and a subsequent increase in demand. On a global scale, such efficiency is best 
understood as a rearrangement of resource expenditures, where efficiency im-
provements at one end of the world increase expenditure at the other end.

Acknowledging those multifaceted issues, this book is not based on utopian 
desires, but on constant analysis of the emerging seed forms and their successes 
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and failures. Through this, a realistic picture emerges of transition strategies 
that strengthen the commons sphere in a hostile environment.

We thus propose an integrative strategy for a broad societal transition that 
differs from the classic left narratives of previous centuries. Why could this 
strategy be effective?

Firstly, it is consistent with the historical record that shows that political rev-
olutions did not precede profound reconfigurations of social power, but com-
pleted them. The development of a new movement or class and its practices 
precedes concluding social revolutions that made their power and modalities 
dominant. There is a convergence of data that supports the prefigurative ex-
istence of a growing number of commoners16, who could form the basis of a 
historical subject at the forefront of this transition.

Moreover, essential to this development are the changing cultural expecta-
tions of millennial and post-millennial generations, and their requirements 
for meaningful engagements and work, which are scarcely met by the current 
regime. The precarization of work under neoliberalism drives the search for 
alternatives and the cultural force of P2P self-organizing and corresponding 
mentalities fuels the growth of commons-oriented networks and communities.

Also, CBPP is a model that could create a context of genuinely sustainable 
production. It is almost impossible to imagine a shift to sustainable circular 
economy practices under the current proprietary regime. The thermodynamic 
efficiencies needed for sustainable production could be found in the regular ap-
plications of principles inherent in the commons-centric economy17.

Finally, the crises of the left itself, which are now relegated to the manage-
ment of the crisis of neoliberalism itself, points to the vital need of renewing 
the strategic thinking of the forces that aim for human emancipation and a 
sustainable life-world.

We believe that a strategy for a multi-modal commons-centric transition of-
fers a positive way out of the current crisis, and a way to respond to the new 
demands of the commons-influenced generations. The commoners are already 
here; so are the commons and the prefigurative forms of a new value regime.
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Endnotes

 1 ‘Freedom’ is probably one of the most highly contested words in 
 philosophical thought. The conventional understanding of freedom is 
mostly connected with individual agency and action, especially in the 
liberal tradition.  Particularly in economic affairs, ‘free’, as in ‘free trade’, 
characterizes transactions with little or no influence by state institutions. 
Interestingly, within Hegelian thought, the state is the sphere of the only 
genuine freedom, including individual freedom (Drechsler, 2001). In the 
context of this book, freedom refers to the globalization of the capacity for 
P2P connections through networked infrastructures. It reflects the material 
possibility for many-to-many communications on a global scale and the 
ability for people (peers) to connect, communicate, organize and engage in 
shared value creation, with little to no restrictions regarding location and 
time.

 2 Being self-proclaimed as a manifesto, concepts and explored phenomena 
are presented as they have been expressed through the pioneering social 
practice of P2P and commons-oriented projects, and as they have been doc-
umented and interpreted in our multi-year interaction with them. As such, 
most of the terms used, including some neologisms, convey the spirit they 
carry forwards from this interaction. Nevertheless, we strive for a critical 
and historically-informed approach, acknowledging how social and politi-
cal struggles are reflected in ideas expressed through words. Especially in 
times of dynamic reconfigurations, concepts often break away from their 
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accustomed substance, the latter being itself an object of political struggle. 
Our focus then is on the substance, and particularly on the way it is con-
ceived in common sense. Except for a few neologisms (e.g. ‘transvestment’), 
which are potent for what they are, our primary concern is not conceptual 
clarity and accuracy, but the intensification of this endeavour to create a 
new meaning for words that can mobilize, inspire and engage.

 3 Bollier’s definition encapsulates both Elinor Ostrom’s (1990) and Yochai 
Benkler’s (2006) definitions. He thus offers a more inclusive understanding 
of the commons.

 4 At the time of this writing, not much work has been published about the 
‘transvestment’ concept. More information can be found at http://wiki.p2p-
foundation.net/Transvestment. Moreover, in early 2019 we will engage in a 
thorough study and discussion of the concept that will be included in the 
aforementioned wiki entry.

 5 Our point of view is primarily West-centric, as the most broadly docu-
mented cases are from the global North, though this does not necessarily 
mean that P2P is solely a western phenomenon. There are several examples 
of commoning documented in Bollier and Helfrich (2015) across differ-
ent cultures and times. Also, many interesting cases of P2P practices are 
encountered in developing countries, which are rooted in local traditional 
culture, such as community forestry practices in Bhutan (Moktan, Norbu 
and Choden 2016), India and Nepal (Agrawal and Ostrom, 2001) or the 
Nepali community-based cooperatives ‘Ghuti’ (Toffin, 2005). Our intention 
is to further expand this research with more inclusive perspectives, though 
being westerners ourselves we need to develop an adequate understanding 
of the local context.

 6 This section is based on Pazaitis et al. (2017b).
 7 This section is based on Alex Pazaitis’s working paper tentatively titled 

‘Capturing Value from Open Innovation: The Case of Sensorica’.
 8 For an extended treatment of generative forms of ownership and govern-

ance, which are contrasted with extractive forms, see Kelly (2012).
 9 In addition to ‘cognitive capitalism’, there are other competing terms such as 

informational capitalism, communicative capitalism or digital capitalism. 
It is out of the scope of this book to discuss these terms that describe more 
or less the same phenomenon. We use the term of ‘cognitive capitalism’ 
because it is more often used in the literature.

 10 We should be aware of Federici’s and Caffentzis’ remark (2007, 70) that 
notions like ‘cognitive labor’ and ‘cognitive capitalism’ represent ‘a part, 
though a leading one, of capitalist development and that different forms 
of knowledge and cognitive work exist that cannot be flattened under one 
label’.

 11 The concept and practice of cooperative accumulation is detailed and dis-
cussed by Mike Lewis in an email discussion of September 2013, which is 
recorded at: https://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Cooperative_Accumulation.
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 12 In this book we discuss about systemic transitions in the sense of trans-
formations in the political economy. Our focus is thus on the economic 
and institutional level. We acknowledge the limitations of this approach, 
which disregards changes that take place on other levels, such as the cul-
tural, cognitive or spiritual one, while some mild techno-determinism is to 
be recognized. Nevertheless, we attempt to address the central institutions 
of the economic and political organization alongside the emergence of new 
technological capabilities to offer a cohesive basis for more in-depth explo-
rations integrating other levels. From a broader perspective, what is new 
and what is old is highly contested and depends on the level of organization 
of the society in question. Different institutional configurations distinguish 
the new from the old and the emerging from the dominant or established. 
In the Hegelian view of history, a new form of society will encapsulate and 
sublate the constituents of the previous ones. Likewise, those who envision 
a new form of society, engage in the political action of transcending the 
progressive elements of the old order, while creating a new perspective to 
distil them.

 13 For a detailed overview see Bauwens and Niaros (2017b).
 14 See David Ronfeldt’s discussion about the Champer of the Commons here: 

http://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Chamber_of_the_Commons.
 15 The European Commons Assembly (https://europeancommonsassembly.

eu) and the Alliance of the Commons in Greece (https://commons.gr/
about_en/) are examples of such an idea. Similar efforts have been taking 
place in Ghent, Belgium, and in Toulouse, France (http://wiki.p2pfounda-
tion.net/Assembly_of_the_Commons).

 16 See De Moor, 2008; 2013; Creative Commons, 2017; Bollier, 2014a.
 17 For a detailed account of the sustainability potential of commons-based 

peer production see Piques, Rizos and Bauwens (2017) and Kostakis et al. 
(2017).
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PEER TO PEER: THE COMMONS MANIFESTO 

Not since Marx identified the manufacturing plants of Manchester as 
the blueprint for the new capitalist society has there been a more 
profound transformation of the fundamentals of our social life. 

As capitalism faces a series of structural crises, a new social, political and 
economic dynamic is emerging: peer to peer.

What is peer to peer? Why is it essential for building a commons-centric 
future? How could this happen? These are the questions this book tries to 
answer. Peer to peer is a type of social relations in human networks, as well 
as a technological infrastructure that makes the generalization and scaling 
up of such relations possible. Thus, peer to peer enables a new mode of 
production and creates the potential for a transition to a commons-oriented 
economy. 
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